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Table 1. Overview of the World Economic Outlook Projections
(Annual percent change unless otherwise noted)

Differences 
Current from May1997

Projections Projections _______________ ______________
1995 1996 1997 1998 1997 1998

World output 3.7 4.1 4.2 4.3 –0.1 –0.2
Advanced economies 2.5 2.7 3.0 2.9 0.1 —

Major industrial countries 2.0 2.4 2.8 2.5 0.2 –0.1
United States 2.0 2.8 3.7 2.6 0.7 0.4
Japan 1.4 3.5 1.1 2.1 –1.1 –0.9
Germany 1.9 1.4 2.3 2.8 — –0.2
France 2.1 1.5 2.2 2.8 –0.2 –0.2
Italy 2.9 0.7 1.2 2.1 0.2 –0.3
United Kingdom 2.7 2.3 3.3 2.6 — –0.2
Canada 2.3 1.5 3.7 3.5 0.3 0.1

Other advanced economies 4.2 3.7 3.9 4.2 0.1 0.1

Memorandum
Industrial countries 2.1 2.4 2.8 2.6 0.2 —
European Union 2.5 1.7 2.5 2.8 0.1 –0.1
Newly industrialized Asian economies 7.4 6.4 5.9 6.0 0.2 –0.1

Developing countries 6.0 6.5 6.2 6.2 –0.4 –0.3
Africa 2.8 5.2 3.7 5.0 –0.9 0.2
Asia 8.9 8.2 7.6 7.4 –0.6 –0.3
Middle East and Europe 3.5 4.8 4.6 4.2 0.7 0.3
Western Hemisphere 1.3 3.4 4.1 4.4 –0.3 –0.7

Countries in transition –0.8 0.1 1.8 4.1 –1.2 –0.6
Central and eastern Europe 1.6 1.5 2.1 3.6 –0.9 –1.1

Excluding Belarus and Ukraine 5.0 3.3 2.8 3.9 –0.6 –0.8
Russia, Transcaucasus, and central Asia –3.9 –1.9 1.5 4.9 –1.5 —

World trade volume (goods and services) 9.5 6.3 7.7 6.8 0.4 —
Imports

Advanced economies 8.9 6.1 7.1 6.4 1.2 0.3
Developing countries 11.4 8.7 8.4 7.8 –2.4 –0.7
Countries in transition 17.0 6.7 9.5 8.5 –0.3 1.7

Exports
Advanced economies 8.8 5.5 8.2 6.6 1.3 –0.1
Developing countries 10.5 8.6 7.5 7.0 –3.5 –0.9
Countries in transition 14.9 4.3 5.3 7.1 –1.6 0.1

Commodity prices
Oil1

(In SDRs) 1.9 24.3 0.3 –0.8 –1.1 5.5
(In U.S. dollars) 8.0 18.9 –5.1 –1.8 –1.5 4.9

Nonfuel2
(In SDRs) 2.1 3.1 2.8 –1.6 –2.4 –1.6
(In U.S. dollars) 8.2 –1.3 –2.7 –2.5 –2.7 –2.2

Consumer prices
Advanced economies 2.5 2.4 2.2 2.3 –0.3 –0.2
Developing countries 22.7 13.2 10.0 8.9 0.3 0.4
Countries in transition 119.2 40.4 32.3 14.1 1.6 2.6

Six-month LIBOR (in percent)3

On U.S. dollar deposits 6.1 5.6 5.9 6.3 –0.1 0.2
On Japanese yen deposits 1.3 0.7 0.7 1.1 –0.3 –1.6
On deutsche mark deposits 4.6 3.3 3.3 4.0 — 0.2

Note: Real effective exchange rates are assumed to remain constant at the levels prevailing during
July 18–August 14, 1997, except for the bilateral rates among ERM currencies, which are assumed to re-
main constant in nominal terms.

1Simple average of spot prices of U.K. Brent, Dubai, and West Texas Intermediate crude oil. The aver-
age price of oil in U.S. dollars a barrel was $20.42 in 1996; the assumed price is $19.39 in 1997 and $19.03
in 1998.

2Average, based on world commodity export weights.
3London interbank offered rate.
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linked to it in the ERM (Figures 5 and 6). The expan-
sionary influence of greater monetary accommodation
and improved international competitiveness has been
most evident in the performance of net exports. This
has helped to offset the effects of continued budgetary
consolidation aimed at the Maastricht targets and
weakness in both consumer spending and business in-
vestment, which may partly reflect the adverse effects
on confidence of uncertainties about employment
prospects, fiscal adjustment, and economic policies
generally. Consumer confidence has picked up some-
what since early 1996 in France and Germany, but re-
mains weak, in marked contrast to the United States
(Figure 7).

In the smaller economies of western Europe,
growth performance has been generally better than in
the largest continental European countries, with short-
term prospects having improved in a number of cases,

including the Netherlands, Portugal, most of the
Scandinavian countries, and Spain, reflecting easier
monetary conditions and a strengthening of confi-
dence. Ireland is projected to remain the fastest-grow-
ing advanced economy in Europe, although its expan-
sion is projected to moderate next year to slightly
below 6 percent. However, Austria, Belgium, and es-
pecially Switzerland continue to lag in the cycle.
Unemployment in the EU as a whole is projected to
decline to just below 11 percent next year from
11!/2 percent in 1996, with jobless levels remaining
close to postwar peaks in Germany and France.

The broadly unchanged growth projections for the
newly industrialized economies of Asia reflect the off-
setting effects of the predominantly temporary nature
of last year’s export slowdown in that region—
discussed in the May 1997 World Economic
Outlook—and the downward revisions to growth as-
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Table 2. Advanced Economies: Real GDP, Consumer Prices, and Unemployment Rates
(Annual percent change and percent of labor force)

Real GDP Consumer Prices Unemployment Rates _______________________________ _______________________________ ______________________________
1995 1996 1997 1998 1995 1996 1997 1998 1995 1996 1997 1998

Advanced economies 2.5 2.7 3.0 2.9 2.5 2.4 2.2 2.3 7.3 7.3 7.1 6.9

Major industrial countries 2.0 2.4 2.8 2.5 2.3 2.2 2.1 2.1 6.9 6.9 6.7 6.7
United States 2.0 2.8 3.7 2.6 2.8 2.9 2.4 2.8 5.6 5.4 5.1 5.3
Japan 1.4 3.5 1.1 2.1 –0.1 0.1 1.6 0.7 3.1 3.3 3.4 3.2
Germany 1.9 1.4 2.3 2.8 1.8 1.5 1.9 2.3 9.4 10.3 11.3 11.2
France 2.1 1.5 2.2 2.8 1.8 2.0 1.1 1.3 11.6 12.4 12.6 12.3
Italy 2.9 0.7 1.2 2.1 5.2 3.9 1.8 2.1 12.0 12.1 12.2 11.9
United Kingdom1 2.7 2.3 3.3 2.6 2.8 2.9 2.6 2.7 8.2 7.5 5.8 5.0
Canada 2.3 1.5 3.7 3.5 2.2 1.7 1.5 1.6 9.5 9.7 9.2 8.7

Other advanced economies 4.2 3.7 3.9 4.2 3.7 3.3 2.7 2.8 8.6 8.5 8.2 7.8
Spain 2.8 2.2 3.1 3.4 4.7 3.5 2.0 2.2 22.9 22.2 20.8 19.9
Netherlands 2.1 2.8 3.3 3.7 2.0 2.1 2.3 2.3 8.3 7.6 6.8 5.9
Belgium 2.1 1.5 2.2 2.6 1.5 2.1 1.6 1.9 12.9 12.6 12.8 12.6
Sweden 3.6 1.1 2.1 3.0 2.8 0.8 1.0 2.0 7.7 8.0 8.5 7.7
Austria 1.8 1.0 1.7 2.7 2.2 1.9 1.5 1.6 6.6 7.0 7.1 6.9
Denmark 2.6 2.7 3.0 2.7 2.0 2.2 2.5 2.6 10.1 8.7 7.8 7.7
Finland 5.1 3.3 4.7 3.5 1.0 0.6 1.3 2.3 17.2 16.3 14.8 13.9
Greece 2.0 2.6 3.5 3.5 8.9 8.2 5.7 4.7 10.0 10.0 9.6 9.2
Portugal 2.3 3.3 3.3 3.5 4.1 3.1 2.2 2.3 7.2 7.3 6.8 6.6
Ireland 10.4 7.7 7.3 5.8 2.5 1.6 1.7 2.1 12.2 11.2 10.3 10.3
Luxembourg 3.5 3.7 3.7 3.5 1.9 1.8 2.0 2.0 3.0 3.3 3.5 3.6

Switzerland 0.1 –0.7 0.7 2.0 1.8 0.8 0.7 1.0 4.2 4.7 5.5 5.5
Norway 3.6 5.3 3.8 3.2 2.5 1.3 2.5 2.5 4.9 4.8 4.0 3.8
Israel 7.1 4.4 3.1 4.2 10.0 11.3 8.1 7.0 7.0 6.7 7.3 7.0
Iceland 1.2 5.7 4.0 4.0 1.7 2.3 2.5 3.5 5.0 4.4 3.6 3.1

Korea 8.9 7.1 6.0 6.0 4.5 4.9 4.2 3.7 2.0 2.0 2.5 2.2
Australia2 3.2 3.9 3.2 4.0 2.7 2.7 1.7 2.1 8.5 8.6 8.6 8.3
Taiwan Province of China 6.0 5.7 6.2 6.4 3.7 3.1 2.8 3.4 1.7 2.5 2.5 2.4
Hong Kong, China 4.5 4.9 5.3 5.0 8.7 6.0 7.1 6.5 3.2 2.8 2.6 2.5
Singapore 8.8 7.0 6.0 5.5 1.7 1.4 2.2 2.0 2.7 3.0 3.0 3.0
New Zealand2 3.5 2.7 1.2 3.9 2.4 2.3 1.4 1.3 6.3 6.1 6.8 6.5

Memorandum
European Union 2.5 1.7 2.5 2.8 2.9 2.5 1.9 2.2 11.2 11.4 11.1 10.7

1Consumer prices are based on the retail price index excluding mortgage interest.
2Consumer prices excluding interest rate components; for Australia also excluding other volatile items.
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Table 3. Major Industrial Countries: General Government Fiscal Balances and Debt1

(In percent of GDP)

1980–90 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 2000 2002

Major industrial countries
Actual balance –2.9 –2.7 –3.8 –4.3 –3.5 –3.4 –2.9 –1.6 –1.3 –0.8 –0.5
Output gap –0.2 0.6 –0.3 –1.8 –1.3 –1.6 –1.4 –0.9 –0.6 –0.2 —
Structural balance –2.8 –3.1 –3.5 –3.3 –2.7 –2.6 –2.1 –0.9 –0.8 –0.6 –0.5

United States
Actual balance –2.6 –3.3 –4.4 –3.6 –2.3 –1.9 –1.1 –0.3 –0.3 — 0.6
Output gap –0.8 –0.9 –0.6 –0.6 0.4 –0.1 0.2 1.4 1.5 0.8 —
Structural balance –2.3 –3.0 –4.1 –3.3 –2.3 –1.9 –1.1 –0.8 –0.8 –0.3 0.6
Net debt 35.4 46.7 50.0 52.0 52.7 53.7 53.7 51.7 50.1 46.7 42.7
Gross debt 49.4 62.1 64.6 66.4 65.7 65.9 66.0 64.4 62.4 58.3 53.2

Japan
Actual balance –1.1 2.9 1.5 –1.6 –2.3 –3.7 –4.4 –2.7 –2.3 –1.9 –2.6
Output gap 0.3 3.9 1.3 –1.4 –3.3 –4.2 –3.1 –4.3 –4.4 –2.0 –0.1
Structural balance –1.2 1.5 1.0 –1.1 –1.1 –2.0 –3.2 –1.0 –0.5 –1.1 –2.6
Net debt 20.9 4.8 4.2 5.2 8.0 11.8 15.9 18.2 20.2 22.8 26.1
Gross debt 66.5 66.7 70.0 75.1 82.4 90.1 95.6 100.4 104.6 109.3 114.7

Memorandum
Actual balance excluding 

social security –4.0 –0.8 –2.0 –4.8 –5.1 –6.5 –7.2 –5.3 –4.8 –4.8 –5.2
Structural balance excluding 

social security –4.1 –2.0 –2.4 –4.3 –4.0 –5.1 –6.1 –3.9 –3.3 –4.2 –5.2

Germany2

Actual balance –2.1 –3.3 –2.8 –3.5 –2.4 –3.5 –3.6 –3.1 –2.9 –2.1 –1.5
Output gap –1.3 3.4 2.0 –2.0 –2.0 –2.4 –3.2 –3.1 –2.6 –1.0 –0.1
Structural balance –1.5 –5.4 –4.0 –2.5 –1.3 –2.2 –1.7 –1.2 –1.2 –1.4 –1.4
Net debt 21.0 21.4 27.7 35.4 40.7 49.1 51.9 53.4 53.9 54.3 53.7
Gross debt 40.1 41.1 44.1 48.2 50.4 58.1 60.7 62.2 62.7 63.1 62.5

France
Actual balance –2.0 –2.0 –3.8 –5.6 –5.6 –5.0 –4.1 –3.2 –3.2 –2.6 –1.7
Output gap 0.6 0.6 –0.5 –3.8 –3.0 –2.7 –3.3 –3.2 –2.6 –1.4 —
Structural balance –2.3 –2.4 –3.4 –3.1 –3.5 –3.1 –1.8 –0.9 –1.3 –1.6 –1.7
Net debt3 22.0 27.1 30.2 34.4 40.2 43.6 46.3 48.6 50.1 51.1 50.2
Gross debt 29.4 35.3 39.2 45.2 48.1 52.2 55.4 57.7 59.2 60.2 59.3

Italy
Actual balance –10.9 –10.1 –9.6 –10.0 –9.6 –7.0 –6.7 –3.2 –3.0 –2.1 –1.4
Output gap 2.6 1.9 — –3.1 –2.7 –1.7 –2.7 –3.3 –3.1 –1.4 —
Structural balance –12.0 –11.0 –9.6 –8.5 –8.2 –6.1 –5.4 –1.7 –1.6 –1.5 –1.4
Net debt 73.4 96.1 103.0 112.8 118.3 117.8 117.2 116.3 114.8 108.8 102.1
Gross debt 79.0 101.5 108.7 119.1 124.9 124.4 123.8 122.9 121.2 114.9 107.9

United Kingdom
Actual balance –2.0 –2.6 –6.3 –7.9 –6.9 –5.6 –4.7 –2.0 –0.6 0.4 0.7
Output gap –0.6 –2.3 –4.5 –4.7 –2.7 –1.8 –1.0 –0.5 — — —
Structural balance –1.3 –2.7 –3.9 –4.4 –4.1 –4.0 –3.8 –1.5 –0.4 0.4 0.7
Net debt 44.0 27.7 29.0 33.8 39.4 42.3 45.7 47.9 44.3 40.2 35.2
Gross debt 51.5 34.9 36.1 42.5 48.4 50.5 53.8 54.5 52.4 48.2 43.1

Canada
Actual balance –4.5 –6.6 –7.4 –7.3 –5.3 –4.1 –1.8 0.2 0.8 1.4 2.1
Output gap 0.1 –2.6 –3.7 –4.0 –2.6 –2.6 –3.3 –2.1 –1.1 — —
Structural balance –4.4 –4.9 –4.8 –4.6 –3.6 –2.7 — 1.3 1.4 1.5 2.1
Net debt 30.1 49.7 56.9 61.9 64.7 67.5 69.0 66.5 62.5 53.8 45.2
Gross debt 60.2 79.4 86.9 92.5 94.8 98.4 100.4 97.0 91.4 80.1 69.5

Note: The budget projections are generally based on information available through August 1997. The specific assumptions for each country
are set out in Box 1.

1The output gap is actual less potential output, as a percent of potential output. Structural balances are expressed as a percent of potential
output. The structural budget balance is the budgetary position that would be observed if the level of actual output coincided with potential out-
put. Changes in the structural budget balance consequently include effects of temporary fiscal measures, the impact of fluctuations in interest
rates and debt-service costs, and other noncyclical fluctuations in the budget balance. The computations of structural budget balances are based
on IMF staff estimates of potential GDP and revenue and expenditure elasticities (see the October 1993 World Economic Outlook, Annex I).
Net debt is defined as gross debt less financial assets, which include assets held by the social security insurance system. Estimates of the out-
put gap and of the structural budget balance are subject to significant margins of uncertainty.

2Data before 1990 refer to west Germany. For net debt, the first column refers to 1986–90. Beginning in 1995, the debt and debt-service
obligations of the Treuhandanstalt (and of various other agencies) were taken over by the general government. This debt is equivalent to 8 per-
cent of GDP and the associated debt service to !/2 of 1 percent of GDP.

3Figure for 1980–90 is average of 1983–90.
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Table 4. Selected Developing Countries: Real GDP and Consumer Prices 
(Annual percent change)

Real GDP Consumer Prices _____________________________ _____________________________
1995 1996 1997 1995 1996 1997

Developing countries 6.0 6.5 6.2 22.7 13.2 10.0

Median 4.1 4.3 4.5 10.0 7.0 5.1

Africa 2.8 5.2 3.7 33.1 25.0 14.8
Algeria 3.9 4.0 4.5 21.9 15.1 7.0
Cameroon 3.3 5.0 5.1 30.9 6.4 4.2
Côte d’Ivoire 7.1 6.8 6.1 14.2 2.8 2.9
Ghana 4.5 5.2 3.7 59.5 46.6 27.3
Kenya 4.4 4.2 3.5 1.7 9.0 11.5
Morocco –7.6 11.8 –1.1 6.1 3.0 3.6
Nigeria 2.3 2.4 3.6 70.0 29.3 18.0
South Africa 3.4 3.1 2.2 8.6 7.4 10.2
Sudan 4.5 4.3 5.0 85.0 94.0 103.0
Tanzania 3.8 4.5 4.7 34.0 25.7 15.0
Tunisia 2.4 6.9 5.1 6.2 3.7 3.9
Uganda 9.8 7.0 7.0 7.4 6.3 5.0

SAF/ESAF countries1 4.8 6.1 4.9 22.0 15.5 8.2
CFA countries 4.6 5.2 5.3 16.1 5.2 3.9

Asia 8.9 8.2 7.6 11.9 6.6 5.8
Bangladesh 5.2 5.6 5.5 6.3 3.9 4.9
China 10.5 9.7 9.5 14.8 6.1 4.5
India 7.4 6.9 6.6 10.2 7.3 7.1
Indonesia 8.2 7.8 7.0 9.4 6.6 7.3
Malaysia 9.5 8.2 7.5 3.4 3.5 3.9
Pakistan 5.1 5.1 3.1 12.4 10.4 11.2
Philippines 4.8 5.5 5.3 8.1 8.4 6.5
Thailand 8.7 6.4 2.5 5.8 5.9 7.0
Vietnam 9.5 9.5 9.5 12.8 6.0 7.0

Middle East and Europe 3.5 4.8 4.6 35.9 24.8 22.1
Egypt 3.2 4.3 5.0 9.4 7.2 6.2
Iran, Islamic Republic of 2.8 5.1 5.2 49.4 23.2 16.2
Jordan 6.9 5.2 6.5 2.4 6.5 4.0
Kuwait 1.6 1.6 1.2 2.7 1.8 1.2
Saudi Arabia 0.5 2.4 1.8 5.0 1.0 0.7
Turkey 7.5 7.1 5.4 93.6 82.3 78.6

Western Hemisphere 1.3 3.4 4.1 41.7 20.5 13.5
Argentina –4.6 4.4 7.5 3.4 0.2 1.0
Brazil2 4.2 2.9 3.5 . . . 11.1 7.8
Chile 8.5 7.2 5.5 8.2 7.4 6.0
Colombia 5.4 2.1 2.0 20.9 20.8 18.8
Dominican Republic 4.8 7.3 8.0 9.2 3.8 10.0
Ecuador 2.3 2.0 2.8 22.9 24.3 26.8
Guatemala 4.9 3.1 4.0 8.4 10.6 9.5
Mexico –6.1 5.1 4.5 35.0 34.4 20.4
Peru 7.0 2.8 5.0 11.1 11.5 9.4
Uruguay –1.9 5.0 4.0 42.2 28.3 19.6
Venezuela 3.4 –1.6 3.7 59.9 99.9 47.3

1African countries that had arrangements, as of the end of 1996, under the IMF’s Structural Adjustment
Facility (SAF) or Enhanced Structural Adjustment Facility (ESAF).

2“Consumer prices” are based on a price index of domestic demand, which is a weighted average of the con-
sumer price index, the wholesale price index, and a price index for construction activity. The average year-
on-year increase in 1995 in this price index was 59.6 percent, which largely was the result of carryover
effects from the high inflation rate prevailing prior to the introduction of the real on July 1, 1994.
Consequently, the inflation rate from December 1994 to December 1995, which was 14.8 percent, better re-
flects the underlying rate during 1995. The December 1995 to December 1996 inflation rate was 9.3 per-
cent; on the same basis, the inflation rate is projected to be 6.6 in 1997.



creased. Mexico’s current account deficit is expected
to reach 2!/4 percent of GDP by 1998, as domestic de-
mand continues to strengthen. Current account deficits
are also expected to increase in Argentina, to just
above 3 percent of GDP in 1997 and in Brazil, to
5 percent of GDP in 1998.

In a number of African countries, current account
deficits widened in 1996 owing to declines in com-
modity prices, and a slight further deterioration is ex-
pected for the region in 1997. Current account deficits
are projected to widen somewhat in Ethiopia, but to
narrow or remain unchanged in a number of the CFA
franc zone countries, Kenya, South Africa, Tanzania,
Uganda, and Zimbabwe. The recent decline in oil
prices is expected to shrink current account surpluses
in Algeria and Nigeria.

Current account deficits in many countries in tran-
sition increased in 1996, and relatively wide deficits

are expected to persist. In the Czech and Slovak
Republics, deficits increased to over 8 percent of GDP
in 1996, reflecting strong import demand and appreci-
ated currencies. Buoyant domestic demand in Poland
is expected to contribute to a significant widening of
its current account deficit in 1997.

Capital flows to developing countries, which
reached a record high in 1996, have, according to all
indications, remained strong during 1997 in most de-
veloping countries (Table 7). Some countries, how-
ever, whose currencies have recently come under at-
tack—as discussed below—may experience a decline
in net inflows for the year as a whole.

* * *

The remainder of this chapter addresses some of the
main issues that arise in relation to the forces acting on
the economic conjuncture.
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Table 5. Countries in Transition: Real GDP and Consumer Prices
(Annual percent change)

Real GDP Consumer Prices _________________________ ________________________
1995 1996 1997 1995 1996 1997

Countries in transition –0.8 0.1 1.8 119 40 32

Median 2.3 2.7 3.5 46 24 15

Central and eastern Europe 1.6 1.5 2.1 70 32 41
Excluding Belarus and Ukraine 5.0 3.3 2.8 25 24 43

Albania 8.9 8.2 –10.0 8 13 52
Belarus –10.4 2.6 5.0 709 53 76
Bulgaria 2.1 –10.9 –7.4 62 123 1,059
Croatia 2.4 4.7 5.5 2 3 4
Czech Republic 4.8 4.1 2.0 9 9 9

Estonia 4.3 4.0 5.0 29 23 12
Hungary 1.5 1.0 3.0 28 24 18
Latvia 0.4 2.8 4.0 25 19 10
Lithuania 3.1 3.6 4.5 39 25 10

Macedonia, former Yugoslav Rep. of –1.4 1.1 5.0 16 –1 2
Moldova –3.4 –8.0 1.4 30 24 11
Poland 6.5 5.5 5.5 28 20 15
Romania 7.1 4.1 –1.5 32 39 109
Slovak Republic 6.8 6.9 4.5 10 6 6
Slovenia 4.1 3.1 4.0 13 10 9
Ukraine –12.0 –10.0 –3.0 376 80 17

Russia –4.0 –2.8 1.5 190 48 16

Transcaucasus and central Asia –3.7 1.6 1.3 260 70 43
Armenia 6.9 5.8 5.8 177 19 8
Azerbaijan –11.0 1.3 5.7 412 20 7
Georgia 2.4 10.5 10.0 163 40 12
Kazakhstan –8.9 1.1 1.5 176 39 20
Kyrgyz Republic 5.4 5.6 6.9 53 30 27
Mongolia 6.3 2.6 3.0 57 49 51
Tajikistan –12.5 –7.0 –5.3 610 443 32
Turkmenistan –8.2 –3.0 –18.5 1,005 992 96
Uzbekistan –0.9 1.6 2.2 305 54 70
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Table 6. Selected Economies: Current Account Positions
(In percent of GDP)

1994 1995 1996 1997 1998

Advanced economies1

United States –1.9 –1.8 –1.9 –2.2 –2.4
Japan 2.8 2.2 1.4 2.3 2.2
Germany –1.0 –1.0 –0.6 –0.5 —
France 0.5 1.1 1.3 1.9 2.2
Italy 1.4 2.5 3.4 3.2 3.4
United Kingdom –0.2 –0.5 –0.1 –0.3 –1.0
Canada –2.7 –1.0 0.5 –1.1 –0.8

Australia –5.0 –5.3 –3.7 –3.5 –4.0
Austria –0.9 –2.0 –1.8 –1.6 –1.4
Finland 1.3 4.2 3.3 3.5 3.6
Greece –1.0 –2.7 –3.5 –4.2 –5.0
Hong Kong, China 1.6 –3.2 –0.7 –1.0 0.1
Ireland 2.7 2.8 2.0 2.1 1.3
Israel –3.1 –4.5 –5.1 –3.6 –3.0
Korea –1.2 –2.0 –4.9 –3.5 –2.5
New Zealand –2.5 –3.7 –4.1 –5.2 –5.6
Norway 2.4 3.4 7.1 8.1 9.0
Singapore 17.0 16.9 15.0 15.0 14.8
Spain –1.4 0.2 0.3 0.9 0.5
Sweden 0.4 2.1 2.4 3.7 4.4
Switzerland 6.9 6.9 7.0 7.1 7.1
Taiwan Province of China 2.6 1.9 3.8 3.4 3.0

Memorandum
European Union 0.3 0.6 1.0 1.1 1.2

Developing countries 
Algeria –5.4 –5.3 2.7 0.3 0.2
Argentina –3.7 –1.5 –1.9 –3.2 –2.9
Brazil –0.3 –2.5 –3.2 –4.5 –5.0
Cameroon –4.2 –0.4 –2.4 1.3 –2.3
Chile –1.2 0.2 –4.1 –3.4 –4.1
China 1.4 0.2 0.5 0.3 —
Côte d’Ivoire –1.0 –5.0 –4.7 –5.1 –4.1
Egypt 0.4 2.3 –0.3 0.8 –0.4
India –1.0 –1.5 –1.3 –1.6 –1.9
Indonesia –1.7 –3.4 –3.5 –3.5 –3.2
Malaysia –6.3 –8.5 –5.2 –5.8 –4.4
Mexico –7.0 –0.6 –0.6 –1.5 –2.2
Nigeria –2.6 –0.9 2.3 0.5 0.3
Pakistan –3.6 –4.0 –6.8 –6.7 –5.3
Philippines –4.6 –4.4 –4.3 –4.3 –3.6
Saudi Arabia –8.7 –5.5 –0.2 –1.5 –3.7
South Africa –0.3 –2.1 –1.6 –1.1 –1.2
Thailand –5.6 –8.0 –7.9 –5.0 –3.0
Turkey 2.0 –1.4 –0.8 –1.3 –0.8
Uganda –2.5 –2.0 –1.1 –1.2 –0.8

Countries in transition 
Czech Republic –1.9 –2.7 –8.1 –7.2 –6.9
Hungary –9.5 –5.6 –3.8 –3.9 –4.5
Poland2 2.3 3.3 –1.0 –4.9 –5.5
Russia 3.7 1.1 0.5 0.5 –0.8

1For European Union (EU) countries, transfers from the EU budget that finance capital outlays are con-
sidered to be capital transfers in accordance with standard national accounts and balance of payments
methodologies; such transfers are not included in the current account of the balance of payments.

2Based on data for the current balance, including a surplus on unrecorded trade transactions, as estimated
by IMF staff.
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Table 7. Capital Flows to Developing Countries, Countries in Transition, and 
Newly Industrialized Economies1

(In billions of U.S. dollars)

1983–882 1989–952 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

Total
Net private capital flows3 11.7 116.8 135.2 123.6 160.0 148.1 188.7 249.0

Net direct investment 11.9 47.2 32.3 37.4 55.5 78.1 92.9 117.1
Net portfolio investment 4.2 51.4 39.6 57.8 106.5 98.0 30.7 57.8
Other net investments . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Net official flows 27.9 21.5 20.8 13.7 21.2 8.4 41.5 –18.4
Change in reserves4 –8.6 –65.6 –63.3 –67.1 –73.2 –67.0 –111.3 –103.9

Developing countries
Net private capital flows3 15.8 103.3 131.3 118.7 140.9 117.4 147.3 207.4

Net direct investment 10.3 42.5 26.9 33.8 48.8 72.1 78.2 100.8
Net portfolio investment 3.5 43.6 36.1 51.6 88.9 84.1 15.6 43.2
Other net investments 2.1 17.2 68.3 33.3 3.2 –38.8 53.5 63.3

Net official flows 27.3 21.2 18.9 14.0 20.1 19.7 33.7 –8.6
Change in reserves4 10.1 –41.8 –46.8 –45.1 –39.1 –37.9 –62.3 –93.7

Africa
Net private capital flows3 3.9 4.2 4.0 0.2 2.3 9.6 10.6 10.7

Net direct investment 1.1 2.2 2.3 2.0 1.7 3.8 2.8 5.0
Net portfolio investment –0.9 –0.2 –1.6 –0.7 0.8 0.4 1.9 0.6
Other net investments 3.7 2.2 3.3 –1.0 –0.2 5.4 5.9 5.1

Net official flows 5.0 6.8 5.3 8.2 5.9 7.5 6.2 3.2
Change in reserves4 0.3 –1.9 –3.0 1.9 –0.7 –5.2 –1.4 –5.9

Asia
Net private capital flows3 11.9 43.4 32.3 20.9 53.2 62.3 88.8 98.4

Net direct investment 3.6 25.1 12.1 17.6 34.1 43.6 49.5 58.2
Net portfolio investment 1.2 4.9 0.5 1.0 11.7 10.0 9.3 8.0
Other net investments 7.1 13.4 19.6 2.3 7.4 8.7 29.9 32.2

Net official flows 7.6 8.4 10.5 10.7 10.0 6.0 5.9 7.8
Change in reserves4 –2.2 –23.0 –26.7 –15.1 –25.3 –41.5 –28.4 –48.1

Middle East and Europe
Net private capital flows3 2.1 22.4 70.1 42.8 22.6 –1.0 12.1 18.5

Net direct investment 1.0 1.5 1.6 1.3 1.8 1.8 1.4 1.2
Net portfolio investment 4.2 13.4 22.4 21.0 15.3 12.5 11.6 6.8
Other net investments –3.1 7.5 46.1 20.5 5.4 –15.3 –0.9 10.5

Net official flows 4.9 0.7 –0.3 –3.3 4.3 10.5 –1.6 –6.9
Change in reserves4 11.6 –4.5 –1.1 –10.8 6.7 –1.9 –9.0 –17.5

Western Hemisphere
Net private capital flows3 –2.0 33.3 25.0 54.8 62.9 46.4 35.8 79.7

Net direct investment 4.7 13.7 10.9 12.9 11.2 23.0 24.4 36.5
Net portfolio investment –1.1 25.5 14.7 30.4 61.1 61.1 –7.2 27.8
Other net investments –5.7 –5.9 –0.6 11.5 –9.4 –37.6 18.6 15.5

Net official flows 9.7 5.3 3.3 –1.6 –0.1 –4.3 23.2 –12.6
Change in reserves4 0.4 –12.5 –16.1 –21.1 –19.7 10.7 –23.6 –22.2

Countries in transition
Net private capital flows3 –4.5 11.0 –1.4 7.4 10.8 17.0 28.7 26.1

Net direct investment –0.2 4.5 2.4 4.2 6.0 5.4 13.0 12.4
Net portfolio investment — 1.5 0.8 –0.8 3.6 2.9 3.7 2.1
Other net investments . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Net official flows 1.5 1.1 1.7 –0.1 3.0 –11.0 8.5 –9.1
Change in reserves4 –3.4 –8.6 0.4 –6.0 –12.7 –8.0 –34.5 2.9

Newly industrialized economies5

Net private capital flows3 0.4 2.5 5.3 –2.5 8.3 13.6 12.6 15.5
Net direct investment 1.9 0.3 3.0 –0.6 0.8 0.6 1.7 3.9
Net portfolio investment 0.7 6.4 2.8 7.1 14.0 11.0 11.3 12.5
Other net investments –2.2 –4.2 –0.5 –9.0 –6.5 2.1 –0.4 –1.0

Net official flows –0.8 –0.8 0.2 –0.3 –1.9 –0.3 –0.7 –0.6
Change in reserves4 –15.2 –15.2 –16.8 –16.0 –21.4 –21.1 –14.5 –13.2

1Net capital flows comprise net direct investment, net portfolio investment, and other long- and short-term net investment flows, including
official and private borrowing.

2Annual averages.
3Because of data limitations other net investment may include some official flows.
4A minus sign indicates an increase.
5Hong Kong, China; Israel; Korea; Singapore; and Taiwan Province of China.



opment in this context has been the strong rise in
equity prices in the advanced economies since the end
of 1994, with most markets recording gains of
50–100 percent. Equity price gains in the developing
countries were generally more subdued in 1995 in the
wake of the Mexican crisis, but prices in Latin
America have largely recovered their earlier losses in
U.S. dollar terms, while markets in some other indi-
vidual countries have recorded spectacular increases
over the past year (Figure 11). While a significant part
of these gains can be attributed to fundamental factors
in these economies themselves, they may also be in-
dicative of declines in nominal asset yields in the
advanced economies associated with lower inflation

and the relatively accommodative stance of monetary
policy. In real estate markets, although there are no
signs of the broadly based boom conditions that char-
acterized the late 1980s, there have been significant
price increases in the United Kingdom and some
smaller advanced economies and indications of prop-
erty market bubbles in a number of Asian economies.
On balance, therefore, even though there have been
signs of pressure in some asset markets, developments
overall do not point unambiguously to a prospect of
rising inflation.

IMF staff projections broadly reflect the view that
global inflation is likely to remain subdued in the pe-
riod ahead, with low and stable inflation in the ad-
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Table 8. Major Industrial Countries: Questions About Inflationary Pressures1

Canada France Germany Italy Japan United Kingdom United States

1. Is inflation outside No No No No No No No
a range the country’s 
authorities consider 
to be consistent with 
price stability?

2. Does the IMF No Only slightly Only slightly Only slightly No Only slightly Only slightly
forecast that inflation (excluding 
will pick up in 1998? mortgage interest)

3. Do private forecasters Only slightly Only slightly Only slightly Only slightly No Only slightly Only slightly
expect inflation to (excluding 
pick up in 1998?2 mortgage interest)

4. Is there concern about No No No No No Yes No
money growth?

5. Has the output gap Yes No No No Yes, but remains Yes Yes
been closing? relatively large

6. Is excess capacity No No No No No Perhaps Little, if any, 
being taken up too remaining slack
quickly?

7. Are labor market No No No No No Increasingly Yes
conditions tight?

8. Do yield curves or No No No No No No No
changes in market 
interest rates suggest 
a rise in inflation 
expectations?

9. Is exchange rate No Only slightly Moderately No No No No
weakness stimulating 
inflation?

10. Do external accounts No No No No No No No
show signs of 
overheating?

11. Have equity prices Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes
risen rapidly?

12. Have real estate No No No No No Yes No
prices recently been 
rising rapidly?

1This table is intended to provide a broad cross-country survey of inflationary pressures and reflects IMF staff judgments. For individual
countries, various indicators will differ in the extent to which they contribute to the inflationary process.

2Consensus Forecasts, August 11, 1997 (London: Consensus Economics, Inc., 1997).
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been financed by a resurgence of capital inflows. In
other ways, however, the current recovery is distinc-
tive. Most important, during the current recovery infla-
tion has been far lower than previously. While the suc-
cess of Brazil’s real plan and Argentina’s currency
board arrangement stand out as especially noteworthy
achievements, inflation in almost all countries has
fallen to exceptionally low levels by historical stan-
dards. In addition, although, as in the previous two re-
coveries, consumption has been a primary contributor
to growth, in the current recovery, investment has also
played a significant role in the expansion.

Recent economic success in Latin America reflects
not only disciplined financial policies but also sub-
stantial progress since the early 1990s in reforming
government pension plans, de-indexing wages, re-
structuring and privatizing state enterprises,18 and sus-
tained trade reforms including progress in the reduc-
tion of nontariff barriers, and of the level and
dispersion of import tariff rates.19 While this has cre-
ated an environment more conducive to growth led by
the private sector, a “second generation of reforms”—
as discussed in Chapter I—is needed in most cases, to
improve the quality of public expenditure, to create
more transparent and equitably enforced regulatory

systems, and to improve governance in other aspects.
This is in addition to the need to promote labor market
flexibility and restructure banking sectors—making
them less susceptible to systemic failures via stronger
prudential regulation and more effective supervision.
Although the low inflation, and higher investment
rates in the current upswing are positive signs, the
larger current account deficits, financed by record cap-
ital inflows, and the associated real exchange rate ap-
preciations in some cases call for vigilance. If the 
second generation of reforms is aggressively imple-
mented, then the improved economic fundamentals of
the current recovery, combined with continued fiscal
and monetary restraint, may not only help to maintain
steady growth but even lead to faster growth.

In sub-Saharan Africa, two features of the recent
improvement in economic performance stand out.
First, the strengthening of growth has been increas-
ingly broadly based across countries. While in 1992
only 17 of the 47 countries in the region recorded
more than 3 percent growth, by 1995 the number had
increased to 29, and it is expected to increase to 35 in
1997 (Table 10). Second, although a majority of coun-
tries during 1995–96 faced adverse trade shocks, do-
mestic factors including improved macroeconomic
policies and structural reforms—which were adopted
in a large cross-section of countries—contributed to a
significant share of the higher growth and lower infla-
tion. Nevertheless, economic success remains un-
evenly distributed across countries. In Ethiopia, Ghana,
Malawi, and Uganda significant progress has been
made in increasing the role of the private sector and
improving macroeconomic discipline. In many of the
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Table 9. Selected Latin American Countries: Macroeconomic Indicators of Cyclical Change1

(Annual average, in percent of GDP unless otherwise noted)

1983 1984–85 1990 1991–92 1995 1996–972

Slowdown Recovery Slowdown Recovery Slowdown Recovery

Growth3 –3.7 4.8 0.5 2.6 0.4 3.9
Contributions to growth 

Foreign balance 3.8 0.9 –1.1 –0.8 –0.6 –1.3
Domestic demand –7.4 3.8 1.6 3.4 0.9 5.1

Public consumption –0.1 0.4 0.9 –0.4 1.0 0.2
Private consumption –2.1 2.3 1.0 2.4 1.2 2.9
Gross investment –4.6 0.8 –0.5 0.7 –0.4 1.8

Government consumption 9.8 9.4 12.7 12.0 13.7 13.5
Private consumption 67.0 66.7 65.1 68.1 66.6 66.7
Private investment 13.9 14.2 17.2 16.3 16.6 17.0
Net private capital flows –1.7 –0.4 1.4 3.3 1.7 4.7
Current account balance –1.4 –0.2 –1.0 –1.6 –2.3 –3.1
Central government fiscal balance –4.0 –3.2 –0.1 –0.1 –1.6 –1.7
Private saving 15.9 15.7 14.7 13.6 16.0 15.6
Total saving 19.0 20.0 20.0 18.0 17.6 17.6
Consumer prices (median)3 111.1 136.8 2,314.7 99.4 20.9 10.5
Real effective exchange rate3 –14.9 2.1 16.6 –0.3 –6.8 5.9
External debt 50.9 48.8 35.8 35.5 38.2 34.9

1Comprises Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, Mexico, and Peru.
2IMF staff estimates for 1997.
3Annual percent change in real GDP.

18Some recent examples include the large privatization programs
in Chile and Peru, privatization of railways and utilities in
Argentina, divestiture of two major airlines, one of the world’s
largest copper mines and telecommunications in Mexico, and large-
scale privatization under way in the telecommunications, mining,
and electricity sectors in Brazil.

19In 1996, Brazil imposed some temporary restrictive measures.



CFA franc countries, the 1994 devaluation and accom-
panying policies restored external competitiveness,
and more recent fiscal reforms have further strength-
ened the recovery process. In South Africa, sustained
reform and stabilization along the lines of the authori-
ties’ announced strategy will be needed to enhance
growth prospects, while in Nigeria major structural re-
forms continue to be needed for the economy to begin
approaching its productive potential.

Taking into account the substantial progress in eco-
nomic liberalization, fiscal reforms, and the opening
of African markets to world trade through trade and
exchange reforms,20 there is a good chance that
growth will continue at around recent rates or even
strengthen further in the medium term. However, crit-
ical to this assessment is the assumption that the re-
forms are continued and deepened. Despite the gener-
ally positive signs, the region’s economies remain
fragile and vulnerable to external shocks and continue
to face policy challenges in improving resource allo-
cation and fostering higher saving and investment
rates, which lag well behind those in the more suc-
cessful developing countries.

What Challenges Lie Ahead for the Developing
Countries of the Middle East, North Africa, and
Europe Region?

In a number of developing countries in the Middle
East, north Africa, and Europe region, economic

growth has picked up since 1995, and positive growth
of per capita income has been restored. These devel-
opments stem to a large extent from progress with
policies of macroeconomic stabilization and structural
reform, which put the countries in good stead to meet
a number of economic challenges in the short and
medium term.21

Many countries in the region are expected to main-
tain solid growth in real GDP in 1997. The strongest
expansions are taking place in Egypt, the Islamic
Republic of Iran, Jordan, Lebanon, Tunisia, Turkey,
and the Republic of Yemen, with growth rates in the
5–7!/2 percent range projected for 1997. Except for
Turkey, these countries have made significant prog-
ress in lowering inflation, strengthening external bal-
ances, and reducing debt burdens. Excluding Turkey,
where inflation is expected to continue at around 80
percent, average inflation is projected to fall to below
9 percent in 1997, the lowest rate since the early
1980s. Inflation is projected at around 6 percent or
below in the majority of countries with some—includ-
ing Jordan, Morocco, and Tunisia—achieving rates
close to or below 4 percent. Aggregate debt and debt-
service ratios for the region are projected to continue
to decline in 1997, including for the major debtors
such as Egypt, Jordan, and Yemen; debt-relief and
debt-rescheduling operations for these countries have
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Table 10. Sub-Saharan Africa: Recent Economic Developments and Their Distribution
(Annual percent change unless noted otherwise)

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997

Average growth in real GDP 2.1 1.5 0.7 1.9 2.6 3.8 4.5 4.1

Number of countries with
Negative growth 18 15 17 15 10 9 4 1
Positive growth 29 32 30 32 37 38 43 46

Less than 3 percent 8 14 13 12 11 9 9 11
Greater than 3 percent 21 18 17 20 26 29 34 35

Average change in terms of trade 2.4 –1.7 –2.5 –0.3 2.1 –1.8 –1.2 –1.3
Number of countries with

Terms of trade deterioration 28 28 29 24 22 23 34 29
Terms of trade improvements 19 19 18 23 25 24 13 18

Average net private capital inflows 
(in percent of GDP) –1.3 1.8 0.2 0.6 2.2 2.5 2.0 1.1

Number of countries with
Negative net private capital inflows 22 12 18 18 12 20 11 18
Positive net private capital inflows 25 35 29 29 35 27 36 29

Average rate of inflation 16.8 27.6 37.7 37.6 46.4 41.1 31.8 18.7
Number of countries with

Less than 10 percent 23 23 22 27 12 17 28 33
Greater than 10 percent 24 24 25 20 35 30 19 14

20For more details on exchange reforms see October 1996 World
Economic Outlook, pp. 70–71.

21See IMF, Building on Progress: Reform and Growth in the
Middle East and North Africa (Washington, 1996); and Mohamed
El-Erian, Sena Eken, Susan Fennell, and Jean-Pierre Chaffour,
Growth and Stability in the Middle East and North Africa
(Washington: IMF, 1996).



teria that the treaty provides for the assessment of a
country’s readiness to participate in monetary union
include that it not have an excessive deficit. The treaty
also requires that, once monetary union commences,
participating countries avoid excessive deficits or be
subject, potentially, to financial sanctions.

At the June 1997 meeting in Amsterdam of the
European Council, the EU member states concluded
their negotiation of a Stability and Growth Pact, which
makes more precise how surveillance of fiscal posi-
tions will be carried out in Stage 3 (see Box 3). It sets
a specific time frame for the various steps of the ex-
cessive deficit procedure, introduces clearer guidance
as to when a deficit larger than 3 percent of GDP
might not be considered excessive because of excep-
tional and temporary circumstances, and establishes
presumptions as to when financial sanctions would be
imposed and what the size of those sanctions would
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having exceeded its reference value slightly in 1996. There has been
no case to date where an exemption has been given for a deviation,
known at the time of the exercise, from the deficit reference value.
The Stability and Growth Pact makes more specific the exceptional
grounds on which such a deviation might be justified. 

Table 11. European Union: Convergence Indicators for 1996, 1997, and 1998
(In percent)

Consumer General Government Gross Government Long-Term
Price Inflation Balance/GDP Debt/GDP2 Interest Rates3________________________ __________________________________ _________________________ _____________

1996 1997 1998 1996 1997 19971 1998 1996 1997 1998 August 1997

Germany 1.5 1.9 2.3 –3.6 –3.1 –3.0 –2.9 60.7 62.2 62.7 5.7
France 2.0 1.1 1.3 –4.1 –3.2 –3.0 –3.2 55.4 57.7 59.2 5.6
Italy 3.9 1.8 2.1 –6.7 –3.2 –3.0 –3.0 123.8 122.9 121.2 6.6
United Kingdom4 2.9 2.6 2.7 –4.7 –2.0 . . . –0.6 53.8 54.5 52.4 7.1

Spain 3.5 2.0 2.2 –4.4 –3.0 –3.0 –2.6 69.8 69.0 68.2 6.2
Netherlands 2.1 2.3 2.3 –2.3 –2.1 . . . –1.8 78.0 73.6 71.2 5.5
Belgium 2.1 1.6 1.9 –3.2 –2.8 –2.9 –2.6 127.4 125.1 122.8 5.7
Sweden 0.8 1.0 2.0 –2.5 –2.1 –2.1 — 77.7 77.1 73.9 6.5
Austria 1.9 1.5 1.6 –3.9 –2.5 –3.0 –2.5 70.0 68.0 67.6 5.7
Denmark 2.2 2.5 2.6 –1.4 0.5 0.7 0.5 69.9 66.4 63.2 6.2
Finland 0.6 1.3 2.3 –3.1 –1.9 –1.4 –0.4 58.8 59.4 57.9 5.8
Greece5 8.2 5.7 4.7 –7.4 –4.7 –4.2 –4.1 111.8 108.0 104.2 9.6
Portugal 3.1 2.2 2.3 –4.0 –2.9 –2.9 –2.9 66.0 62.9 61.7 6.3
Ireland 1.6 1.7 2.1 –0.9 –0.8 –1.5 –0.8 72.8 67.5 65.0 6.3
Luxembourg 1.8 2.0 2.0 –0.1 –0.1 . . . –0.1 5.9 5.7 5.5 6.0

All EU6 2.5 1.9 2.2 –4.3 –2.8 . . . –2.3 73.9 74.0 73.2 6.2

Reference value7 2.5 2.6 3.1 –3.0 –3.0 . . . –3.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 8.0

Sources: National sources; and IMF staff projections.
Note: The table shows IMF staff estimates of the convergence criteria mentioned in the Maastricht Treaty, except for the exchange rate. The

data and projections shown for consumer price inflation are based on national statistics rather than on the harmonized consumer price indices
being constructed by Eurostat that will be used in applying the Maastricht criteria. The three relevant convergence criteria are (1) consumer
price inflation must not exceed that of the three best performing countries by more than 1!/2 percentage points; (2) interest rates on long-term
government securities must not be more than 2 points higher than those in the same three member states; and (3) the financial position must
be sustainable. In particular, the general government deficit should be at or below the reference value of 3 percent of GDP. If not, it should
have declined substantially and continuously and reached a level close to the reference value, or the excess over the reference value should be
temporary and exceptional. The gross debt of general government should be at or below 60 percent of GDP or, if not, the debt ratio should be
sufficiently diminishing and approaching the 60 percent value at a satisfactory pace. The exchange rate criterion is that the currency must have
been held without severe tensions within the normal fluctuation margins of the ERM for at least two years, in particular without a devaluation
at the initiative of the member state in question.

1Official targets or intentions. The IMF staff’s fiscal projections shown in the preceding column are in some cases based on different growth,
inflation, or interest rate assumptions from those used by national authorities and do not take into account further consolidation measures that
are planned by EU governments in accordance with their convergence programs but which have not yet been announced. See Box 1 for the
IMF staff’s fiscal assumptions.

2Debt data refer to end of year. They relate to general government but may not be consistent with the definition agreed at Maastricht. For
the United Kingdom, general government consolidated debt evaluated at the end of March.

3Ten-year government bond yield or nearest maturity.
4Retail price index excluding mortgage interest.
5Long-term interest rate is 12-month treasury bill rate.
6Average weighted by GDP shares, based on the purchasing-power-parity (PPP) valuation of country GDPs for consumer price index, gen-

eral government balances, and debt.
7The treaty is not specific as to what methodology should be used to calculate reference values for inflation and the interest rate beyond not-

ing that they should be based on the three lowest inflation countries or a subset of them. For illustrative purposes, a simple average for the
three countries is used in calculating the reference values. The reference value for long-term interest rates in August 1997 is based on yields
in the three countries with the lowest projected inflation rates for 1997 as a whole.



EU’s otherwise weak output and employment perfor-
mance. These adverse spillovers of recent economic
developments in Europe should dissipate as more solid
growth resumes in the EU.

Characteristics of the Euro

Over the medium to longer term, several factors
suggest a broader role and thus greater demand for the
euro than for the current EU currencies, which are un-
derrepresented in global transactions relative to the
U.S. dollar despite the similar size of their economic
bases (Table 12). Even though the United States and
the EU both account for about 20 percent of world out-
put and 15 percent of world exports, nearly half of
global trade flows are priced in dollars compared with
only about 30 percent in EU currencies. Global asset
holdings, both private and public, are also dispropor-
tionately denominated in dollars, including half the
stock of debt issued by developing countries and 37
percent of total international debt securities (equiva-
lent to three times the value of debt issued in the
United States itself), compared with shares of around
16 percent and 34 percent, respectively, for EU cur-
rencies. The dollar is held far more extensively than
the EU currencies in official reserves and is the most
frequently used currency in foreign exchange transac-
tions, being involved in more than 40 percent of such
transactions (after adjustment for the double-counting
that arises from the use of two currencies in each
transaction), compared with 35 percent for all EU cur-
rencies with intra-EU transactions included.70

The larger economic base of the euro and the elimi-
nation of the transactions costs involved with multiple
European exchange rates are likely to increase gradu-
ally the use of the new European currency as a unit of
account in the denomination of trade flows, with par-
ticular growth in transactions between the euro area
and developing and transition countries. Increased in-
tegration of Europe’s financial markets, with the re-
placement of many currencies by one, should lower
costs of financial transactions, narrow interest rate
spreads, and expand the supply of euro-denominated
assets as borrowers tap into the expanded European fi-
nancial system. The euro is also likely to complement
the dollar increasingly as a major reserve currency,
partly for intervention purposes but also because its
extensive use and the greater depth and breadth of
markets in financial assets denominated in euro, com-

pared with the multiple European currencies of today,
will provide incentives for countries to diversify their
reserve holdings to be more in line with the currency
composition of their trade and financial transactions;
this will be particularly important for developing
countries that now hold largely dollars. Within the
EMU countries, present reserve holdings of partners’
currencies will be converted into euro and thus no
longer be reserves, although they will continue to be a
counterpart of the monetary base. This will leave
EMU countries with foreign exchange reserve hold-
ings primarily in dollars, and these are likely to be re-
duced because trade within the euro area will no
longer need the backing of international reserves, al-
though any reductions will be subject to the approval
of the ECB, which will examine them for consistency
with its monetary policy.

These changes point to increased demand for the
euro (relative to the overall demand for the corre-
sponding pre-EMU currencies), but the associated
shift in official and private portfolios away from dol-
lars will represent only a modest portion of U.S. inter-
national assets and liabilities, which at the end of 1996
totaled $3.35 trillion and $4.13 trillion, respectively.
The shift will also occur gradually, as market partici-
pants become familiar with the properties of the euro
and as the incumbency advantages of other reserve
and vehicle currencies linger. In fact, the effects of in-
creased demand for the euro for portfolio purposes are
likely to be less important than such influences as the
stance of policy and differences in economic perfor-
mance across countries that affect returns to invest-
ment and thus the attractiveness of holding different
currencies. In particular, the mix and stance of fiscal
and monetary policies in the euro area, together with
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70See Robert N. McCauley and William R. White, “The Euro and
European Financial Markets”; Alessandro Prati and Garry J.
Schinasi, “EMU and International Capital Markets: Structural
Implications and Risks”; and Paul R. Masson and Bart G.
Turtelboom, “Characteristics of the Euro, the Demand for Reserves,
and Policy Coordination Under EMU,” in EMU and the
International Monetary System, ed. by Paul R. Masson, Thomas H.
Krueger, and Bart G. Turtelboom (Washington: IMF, 1997).

Table 12. United States, Japan, and the European
Union: Relative Economic Size and Relative Use
of Currencies
(In percent)

United States Japan EU15

Relative economic size
Shares of world GDP, 1996 20.7 8.0 20.4
Shares of world exports 

(ex-intra-EU), 1996 15.2 6.1 14.7

Relative use of currencies1

World trade, 1992 48.0 5.0 31.0
World debt securities, 

September 1996 37.2 17.0 34.5
Developing country debt, 

end-1996 50.2 18.1 15.8
Global foreign exchange 

reserves, end-1995 56.4 7.1 25.8
Foreign exchange 

transactions, April 19952 41.5 12.0 35.0

1Shares denominated in currency (or currencies) of country (or EU).
2Shares adjusted for double-counting that arises from the fact that

each transaction involves two currencies.



within the euro area as well as in the rest of the world
economy. The effects would also be less persistent,
with the economy returning relatively quickly to its
longer-run potential growth path.

The scenarios illustrate the critical role of the fiscal
and structural policies pursued in the euro area for the
success of EMU. To the extent that EMU becomes a
catalyst for economic reform, not only in the fiscal

area, but also in labor and product markets, there is
likely to be substantial benefits for participating coun-
tries, with positive, though typically not very large,
spillover effects on the rest of the world economy. But
if EMU is not accompanied by further progress with
structural reforms and fiscal consolidation, there are
likely to be serious consequences for Europe, and
other regions are likely to bear part of the cost.

Reaping the Benefits of EMU: Importance of Fiscal and Labor Market Reforms
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Table 13. Implications of EMU for Europe and 
the Rest of the World—Simulation Results
(Deviations from baseline, in percent, except when indicated otherwise)1

2000 2001 2002 2003 2010

Scenario 1: EMU with Additional Fiscal Consolidation and Labor Market Reforms

EMU members2

Real GDP 0.2 0.9 1.0 1.1 2.9
GDP deflator –0.3 –0.7 –1.1 –1.4 –1.9
Long-term real interest rate 0.1 –0.1 –0.3 –0.4 —
Unemployment rate –0.2 –0.4 –0.6 –0.8 –2.0
General government balance (in percent of GDP) 0.4 0.9 1.5 2.1 0.8

Net revenue — — 0.1 0.2 –1.1
Expenditure –0.4 –0.9 –1.4 –1.9 –1.9

General government debt (in percent of GDP) –0.4 –1.4 –2.7 –4.5 –12.6
Trade balance (in billions of U.S. dollars) –3.5 13.8 22.8 31.6 27.9

Non-European G-73

Real GDP –0.1 — — 0.1 0.1
Trade balance (in billions of U.S. dollars) –0.6 –16.6 –25.5 –31.5 –31.9

Other industrial countries4

Real GDP –0.1 0.1 0.1 — 0.2
Trade balance (in billions of U.S. dollars) –1.0 –1.9 –2.6 –3.5 –1.7

Developing countries5

Real GDP — 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.3
Trade balance (in billions of U.S. dollars) 5.1 4.7 5.3 3.4 5.7

Scenario 2: EMU with Neither Additional Fiscal Consolidation Nor Labor Market Reforms

EMU members2

Real GDP 0.1 –0.3 –0.6 –0.9 –2.5
GDP deflator 0.1 0.3 0.6 0.9 2.3
Long-term real interest rate 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.5
Unemployment rate 0.2 0.4 0.7 0.9 2.0
General government balance (in percent of GDP) –0.2 –0.5 –0.7 –0.9 –1.3

Net revenue — –0.1 –0.2 –0.3 –0.7
Expenditure 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.6

General government debt (in percent of GDP) 0.1 0.7 1.4 2.3 9.8
Trade balance (in billions of U.S dollars) –1.7 22.1 31.7 38.8 67.3

Non-European G-73

Real GDP –0.1 — — 0.1 0.1
Trade balance (in billions of U.S. dollars) –2.6 –22.6 –29.5 –33.7 –57.5

Other industrial countries4

Real GDP — –0.1 — — 0.1
Trade balance (in billions of U.S. dollars) –0.8 –2.4 –3.1 –3.6 –6.1

Developing countries5

Real GDP — — — –0.1 –0.2
Trade balance (in billions of U.S. dollars) 5.1 2.9 0.9 –1.5 –3.7

1Baseline is based on current World Economic Outlook database, with shocks starting in 2000. Adherence
to the Stability and Growth Pact is assumed in both scenarios.

2It is assumed that all current EU member countries participate in EMU from the start.
3The United States, Canada, and Japan.
4Australia, New Zealand, Norway, and Switzerland.
5Rest of the world excluding transition economies.



economies in the early 1970s, most developing coun-
tries initially continued to peg their currencies either to
a key currency—predominantly the U.S. dollar or the
French franc—or to a basket of currencies.80 Starting
in the late 1970s, however, a number of developing
countries moved away from these arrangements.

At first, the shift was mainly away from single-cur-
rency pegs to pegs defined in terms of baskets of cur-
rencies, for example, the SDR, or to limited flexibility
with respect to a single currency (Figure 25 and Table
14).81 But since the early 1980s, there has been a
marked shift toward more flexible exchange rate
arrangements. Thus, whereas in 1975, 87 percent of
developing countries had some type of pegged ex-
change rate, while only 10 percent had flexible
exchange rates, by 1985 the proportions were 71 per-
cent and 25 percent, respectively, and by the mid-
1990s most countries had reportedly adopted a flexible

exchange rate regime (see Figure 25). When the rela-
tive economic size of countries is taken into account,
the shift in exchange rate regimes appears to have
been even more pronounced. Thus, in 1975 develop-
ing countries with pegged exchange rates accounted
for 70 percent of developing countries’ total trade,
while countries with flexible exchange rates accounted
for only 8 percent. By 1996, this pattern had been vir-
tually reversed (Figure 26). These figures are based on
officially declared exchange rate arrangements. In
some countries, however, an arrangement may be offi-
cially classified as “managed floating” or even “inde-
pendently floating,” even though the exchange rate
continues to be used actively as a policy instrument
and is effectively set by the authorities. Indeed, some
of these countries continue to informally peg their ex-
change rate to one of the major reserve currencies, par-
ticularly the U.S. dollar. The shift toward more flexi-
ble exchange rate regimes since the 1970s may
therefore be less pronounced than indicated by official
statements and classifications, but it is still significant.

Notwithstanding the increasing adoption of more
flexible exchange rate arrangements, some countries
have continued to maintain pegged exchange rate
regimes,82 the prime example being the 14 sub-Saharan
countries of the CFA zone, which have pegged their
currencies to the French franc since 1948.83 Also, a few
countries have reverted to a fixed exchange rate
regime. The most notable examples are Argentina,
which adopted a currency-board-type arrangement in
1991 and has maintained it since, and Hong Kong,
China, which has had a currency-board-type arrange-
ment since 1983. All other developing countries that
switched from a flexible to a pegged exchange rate
subsequently reverted to flexible arrangements.

The shift toward more flexible exchange rate
arrangements has been broadly based across geo-
graphic regions (Table 15). In 1976, pegged rate
regimes were dominant in all four of the World
Economic Outlook’s regional groupings of developing
countries: Africa, Asia, the Middle East and Europe,
and the Western Hemisphere. This was still true in
1986, especially in Africa and the Middle East and
Europe region. But by 1996, flexible exchange rate
regimes had become dominant in all regions. Pegged
rate regimes are now most common among countries
in Africa and the Middle East and least prevalent
among countries in the Western Hemisphere. In
Africa, countries with currencies pegged to the French
franc or the South African rand now account for the
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Table 14. Developing Countries: Officially
Reported Exchange Rate Arrangements1

(In percent of total)

1976 1981 1986 1991 1996

Pegged 86 75 67 57 45
U.S. dollar 42 32 25 19 15
French franc 13 12 11 11 11
Other 7 4 4 3 4
SDR 12 13 8 5 2
Composite 12 14 18 20 14

Limited flexibility 3 10 5 4 3
Single 3 10 5 4 3
Cooperative — — — — —

More flexible 11 15 28 39 52
Set to indicators 6 3 4 4 2
Managed floating 4 9 13 16 21
Independently floating 1 4 11 19 29

Number of countries 100 113 119 123 123

1Based on end-of-year classification.

80As discussed further below, a major reason was that many de-
veloping countries restricted the convertibility of their currencies for
current transactions, thus essentially obliging them to peg—
either explicitly or implicitly—to a convertible foreign currency.
Exchange controls and restrictions on making and receiving foreign
payments make it impossible for commercial banks to make a uni-
fied market in foreign exchange by intermediating the unrestricted
demands and supplies of the nonbank sector. A freely floating ex-
change rate is a feasible option only when a currency is convertible
for current account transactions.

81Exchange rate arrangements are officially classified into three
major categories: (1) pegged, which includes pegs to any single cur-
rency, the SDR, or any other currency basket; (2) limited flexibility
in terms of a single currency or a group of currencies in a coopera-
tive arrangement; and (3) more flexible, which includes arrange-
ments under which the exchange rate is adjusted at relatively fre-
quent intervals according to a set of indicators, other managed
floating, and independently floating. The only currencies classified
as having limited flexibility at present are four member countries of
the Gulf Cooperation Council, and no developing countries are in a
cooperative arrangement with limited flexibility. 

82A number of these countries, in particular those with currencies
pegged to the French franc or the South African rand are part of
monetary unions.

83A fixed rate of 50 CFA francs to the French franc was main-
tained until 1994, when the CFA franc was devalued to 100 CFA
francs per French franc. Guinea Bissau joined the CFA franc zone in
May 1997, raising the number of member countries to 15.



other considerations played a role. One of these was
the movement of key currencies. Thus, a number of
countries that had pegged to the pound sterling or the
U.S. dollar mainly on historical, rather than economic,
grounds abandoned the peg to the currency concerned
in favor of a basket peg when the depreciation of ster-
ling in the second half of the 1970s and the strong ap-
preciation of the U.S. dollar in the first half of the
1980s entailed too low or too high a value for their
currency. More broadly, the uncertainties associated
with fluctuations in the exchange rates of the major
currencies induced a number of countries to shift from
single-currency to basket pegs.

Another development that influenced the choice of
regime was the rapid acceleration of inflation in many
developing countries during the 1980s. Countries with
high rates of inflation compared with their trading
partners were obliged to depreciate their currencies
to prevent a deterioration in international competi-
tiveness. This was especially so for countries in the
Western Hemisphere, several of which adopted
crawling pegs. As inflation accelerated to extremely
high rates, however, a number of countries adopted a

pegged exchange rate as a central element of stabiliza-
tion programs.87

Yet another factor that induced shifts out of pegged
exchange rate arrangements in the 1980s was a series
of external shocks—including the steep rise in inter-
national interest rates and the slowdown of growth
in the industrial countries in the early part of the
decade, adverse terms of trade movements, and the
debt crisis—which required real exchange rate
depreciations in a number of developing countries
and, hence, greater flexibility in exchange rate policy.
In recent years, increased capital mobility, which
has increased the risks of the emergence of external
and domestic imbalances and constrained the scope
for sterilized intervention, may also have played a
role.

In fact, the trend toward increased flexibility to a
large extent reflects many instances in which countries
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Table 15. Geographical Distribution of Officially Reported 
Exchange Rate Arrangements
(Number of countries)

Middle East Western
Africa Asia and Europe Hemisphere Total

1976

Pegged 39 15 13 19 86
To a basket of currencies 12 7 5 — 24

Limited flexibility — 1 2 — 3

More flexible 1 1 2 7 11
Independently floating — — 1 — 1

Total 40 17 17 26 100

1986

Pegged 34 14 11 21 80
To a basket of currencies 15 9 6 2 32

Limited flexibility — 2 4 — 6

More flexible 13 7 2 11 33
Independently floating 8 1 1 3 13

Total 47 23 17 32 119

1996

Pegged 25 11 8 11 55
To a basket of currencies 5 9 5 — 19

Limited flexibility — — 4 — 4

More flexible 25 13 5 21 64
Independently floating 20 5 2 9 36

Total 50 24 17 32 123

87The use of the exchange rate as a nominal anchor is discussed
further below.



IV EXCHANGE RATE ARRANGEMENTS AND ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

faced balance of payments difficulties that were
managed partly through exchange rate adjustment.88

Exchange rate flexibility came increasingly to be
adopted as an instrument in the adjustment process in
a world economy characterized by increasing inter-
national integration and, in some respects, increased
potential instability. The increased preference for
greater exchange rate flexibility has also been associ-
ated with the adoption of more open, outward-looking
policies toward trade and financial flows and an in-
creased emphasis on market-determined exchange
rates and interest rates. A growing number of countries
have relaxed or eliminated exchange restrictions and
introduced currency auctions and interbank trading in
foreign currencies, reducing the direct role of mone-
tary authorities in exchange rate determination. This
has generally been associated with the removal of
credit ceilings and interest rate controls and the devel-
opment of indirect instruments of monetary control.

Overall, however, the evolution of exchange rate
arrangements in developing countries has been toward
flexibly managed exchange rates rather than purely
floating rates. As a practical matter, developing coun-
tries for the most part are not in a position to allow
their exchange rates to float freely as in the case of the
major currencies. Financial markets in many develop-
ing countries are not highly developed and foreign ex-
change markets are often thin, so that considerable
volatility can arise in an unmanaged market, with a
few transactions causing extremely large short-term

exchange rate movements. In such markets, it may
also be difficult for participants to identify an equilib-
rium exchange rate. There is thus generally a need for
active management to help guide the market. Even in
countries that accept a high degree of exchange rate
flexibility there is a need to pay considerable attention
to exchange market conditions and for policy adjust-
ments and official intervention to help avoid excessive
volatility and serious misalignment.

Analytical Issues in the Choice of Regime

The economic literature has identified a number of
factors relating to an economy’s structural characteris-
tics, its susceptibility to external shocks, and macroeco-
nomic and institutional conditions that influence the rel-
ative desirability of alternative exchange rate regimes.89

Country Characteristics and Nature of Shocks

The early literature on the choice of exchange rate
regime, which was based on the theory of optimum
currency areas, focused on the characteristics that de-
termine whether a country would be better off, in
terms of its ability to maintain external and internal
balance, with a fixed or a flexible exchange rate
arrangement. That literature generally indicated that
small open economies are better served by a fixed ex-
change rate, and that the less diversified is a country’s
production and export structure and the more geo-
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Table 16. Implicit Weights of U.S. Dollar and Japanese Yen in Nominal Values
of Selected Asian Currencies

Estimate A1 Estimate B2_______________________________ _______________________________
Currency U.S. Dollar Japanese Yen U.S. Dollar Japanese Yen

Korean won 0.96 –0.01 0.84 0.17
Singapore dollar 0.75 0.13 0.75 0.18
Malaysian ringgit 0.78 0.07 0.87 0.16
Indonesian rupiah 0.95 0.16 0.97 0.01
Philippine peso 1.07 –0.01 1.07 0.03
Thai baht 0.91 0.05 0.86 0.09

Source: Shinji Takagi, “The Yen and Its East Asian Neighbors, 1980–95; Cooperation or Competition?”
NBER Working Paper No. 5720 (Cambridge, Massachusetts: National Bureau of Economic Research,
August 1996).

1Estimate A from Jeffrey A. Frankel and Shang-Jin Wei, “Yen Bloc or Dollar Bloc?: Exchange Rate
Policies of the East Asian Economies,” in Macroeconomic Linkage: Savings, Exchange Rates, and Capital
Flows, ed. by Takatoshi Ito and Anne Krueger (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1994).

2Estimate B from C.H. Kwan, Enken no Keizaigaku (The Economics of the Yen Bloc), in Japanese
(Tokyo: Nihon Keizai Shiubunsha, 1995).

89For reviews of the literature see Peter Wickham, “The Choice of
Exchange Rate Regime in Developing Countries,” Staff Papers,
IMF, Vol. 32 (June 1985), pp. 248–88; Bijan B. Aghevli, Mohsin S.
Khan, and Peter J. Montiel, Exchange Rate Policy in Developing
Countries: Some Analytical Issues, IMF Occasional Paper No. 78
(March 1991); and Peter Isard, Exchange Rate Economics
(Cambridge University Press, 1995), Chapter 11.

88For instance, between 1985 and 1992 all countries that shifted
to “independently floating” did so in response to severe balance of
payments difficulties and most did so as a prior action or perfor-
mance criterion in the context of an IMF program—see Peter J.
Quirk, “Recent Experience with Floating Exchange Rates in
Developing Countries,” in Approaches to Exchange Rate Policy:
Choices for Developing and Transition Economies, ed. by Richard
C. Barth and Chorng-Huey Wong (Washington: IMF, 1994).



graphically concentrated its trade, the stronger also is
the case for a fixed exchange rate (Table 17).90 The at-
tractiveness of a fixed exchange rate is also greater the
higher is the degree of factor mobility, the less a coun-
try’s inflation rate diverges from that of its main trad-
ing partners, and the lower is the level of economic
and financial development.

Another approach to the choice of exchange rate
regime has focused on the effects of various random
disturbances on the domestic economy.91 The optimal
regime in this framework is the one that stabilizes
macroeconomic performance, that is, minimizes fluc-
tuations in output, real consumption, the domestic
price level, or some other macroeconomic variable.
The ranking of fixed and flexible exchange rate
regimes depends on the nature and source of the

shocks to the economy, policymakers’ preferences
(i.e., the type of costs they wish to minimize), and the
structural characteristics of the economy. An exten-
sion of this approach assumes that the choice of ex-
change rate regime is not simply one between a per-
fectly fixed or a freely floating exchange rate. Rather,
there is a range of regimes of varying degrees of ex-
change rate flexibility reflecting different intensities
of official intervention in the foreign exchange mar-
ket.92 Although these approaches do not yield model-
free conclusions, the typical finding is that a fixed ex-
change rate (or a greater degree of fixity) is generally
superior if the disturbances impinging on the econ-
omy are predominantly domestic nominal shocks,
such as money demand shocks, whereas a flexible
rate (or a greater degree of flexibility) is preferable if
disturbances are predominantly foreign shocks or do-
mestic real shocks, such as shifts in the demand for
domestic goods.

Credibility Versus Flexibility

A more recent strand of analysis has emphasized the
role of credibility and political factors in the choice of
exchange rate regime. A point that emerges from this
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Table 17. Considerations in the Choice of Exchange Rate Regime

Characteristics of Economy Implication for the Desired Degree of Exchange Rate Flexibility

Size of economy The larger the economy, the stronger is the case for a flexible rate.

Openness The more open the economy, the less attractive is a flexible exchange rate.

Diversified production/export structure The more diversified the economy, the more feasible is a flexible exchange rate.

Geographic concentration of trade The larger the proportion of an economy’s trade with one large country, the greater is the
incentive to peg to the currency of that country.

Divergence of domestic inflation from The more divergent a country’s inflation rate from that of its main trading partners, the 
world inflation greater is the need for frequent exchange rate adjustments. (But for a country with

extremely high inflation, a fixed exchange rate may provide greater policy discipline and
credibility to a stabilization program.)

Degree of economic/financial development The greater the degree of economic and financial development, the more feasible is a
flexible exchange rate regime.

Labor mobility The greater the degree of labor mobility, when wages and prices are downwardly sticky, the
less difficult (and costly) is the adjustment to external shocks with a fixed exchange rate.

Capital mobility The higher the degree of capital mobility, the more difficult it is to sustain a pegged-but-
adjustable exchange rate regime.

Foreign nominal shocks The more prevalent are foreign nominal shocks, the more desirable is a flexible exchange rate.

Domestic nominal shocks The more prevalent are domestic nominal shocks, the more attractive is a fixed exchange rate.

Real shocks The greater an economy’s susceptibility to real shocks, whether foreign or domestic, the
more advantageous is a flexible exchange rate.

Credibility of policymakers The lower the anti-inflation credibility of policymakers, the greater is the attractiveness of a
fixed exchange rate as a nominal anchor.

90The relationship between production and export structure and
the desired degree of exchange rate flexibility is not unambiguous.
The literature on the choice of exchange rate regime by developing
countries generally has argued that countries with less diversified
exports tend to experience greater fluctuations in foreign exchange
earnings, often as a result of commodity-specific developments, and
may thus opt for pegged exchange rates so as to avoid the additional
disruptive effects of large exchange rate fluctuations. However, the
greater the implied exchange rate fluctuations, the more difficult it
may be to maintain a pegged exchange rate.

91Two important contributions were Stanley Fischer, “Stability
and Exchange Rate Systems in a Monetarist Model of the Balance
of Payments,” in The Political Economy of Monetary Reform, ed. by
Robert Z. Aliber (New York: Allanheld, Osmun and Co. Publishers
Inc., 1977), pp. 59–73; and Robert P. Flood, “Capital Mobility and
the Choice of Exchange Rate System,” International Economic
Review, Vol. 2 (June 1979), pp. 405–16.

92See, for instance, Jacob A. Frenkel and Joshua Aizenman,
“Aspects of the Optimal Management of Exchange Rates,” Journal
of International Economics, Vol. 13 (November 1982), pp. 231–56;
and Robert Flood, J.S. Bhandari, and J.P. Horne, “Evolution of
Exchange Rate Regimes,” Staff Papers, IMF, Vol. 36 (December
1989), pp. 810–35.



port earnings) and its exchange rate regime (Table 18).
An increasing number of both commodity exporters
and diversified exporters have shifted toward more
flexible exchange rate arrangements, and a majority of
commodity exporters and diversified exporters have
adopted a flexible regime.

These observations do not imply any necessary re-
lationship between the exchange rate arrangement and
economic performance. In particular, it is not the case
that flexible exchange rates are necessarily associated
with higher inflation, as there are a number of coun-
tries with flexible exchange rate arrangements that
have had relatively low inflation (and robust growth).
Nor are pegged exchange rates necessarily associated
with lower growth. Economic growth can be satisfac-
torily high, and inflation desirably low, under either
pegged or flexible exchange rate arrangements pro-
vided that appropriate policies and other conditions for
good economic performance are in place.

Macroeconomic Characteristics of Exchange Rate Regimes
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Table 18. Exchange Rate Regime and Main
Source of Export Earnings
(Number of countries)

1976 1981 1986 1991 1996

Pegged to a 
single currency 62 54 48 40 36

Fuel 9 7 5 6 6
Manufactures 3 1 — — —
Primary products 23 19 16 13 10
Services1 16 20 21 16 15
Diversified source 11 7 6 5 5

Pegged to a basket 
of currencies 24 31 32 30 19

Fuel 3 3 5 4 2
Manufactures 2 2 2 2 1
Primary products 9 14 13 10 4
Services1 4 6 8 8 9
Diversified source 6 6 4 5 3

Limited flexibility 3 11 6 5 4
Fuel 2 4 4 4 4
Manufactures — — — — —
Primary products — 3 — — —
Services1 — 1 1 1 —
Diversified source 1 3 1 — —

Managed float 4 10 15 20 26
Fuel 1 1 — — 3
Manufactures — 2 3 3 4
Primary products — 1 1 7 6
Services1 — 1 2 2 4
Diversified source 3 5 9 8 9

Independently floating 1 4 13 23 36
Fuel — — 1 2 1
Manufactures — — — 1 1
Primary products — — 5 6 18
Services1 1 1 3 8 8
Diversified source — 3 4 6 8

Total countries 100 113 119 123 123

1Services, factor income, and private transfers.

Figure 27. Developing Countries: Growth and
Inflation by Exchange Rate Regime
(Annual percent change; median of group)

Note: The classification is based on officially reported exchange rate
arrangements as of year-end. “Pegged” regimes include exchange rate
arrangements in which the currency is pegged to a single currency, to
the SDR, or to a basket of currencies. “Flexible” regimes consist of
exchange rate arrangements in which the exchange rate follows a man-
aged float or is independently floating. For some countries, the
exchange rate may be classified as “managed floating” or “indepen-
dently floating” but in fact is informally pegged. The differences
between pegged and flexible regimes may therefore not be as signifi-
cant as those indicated in the figure. The total number of countries
included increases over time in keeping with increasing Fund member-
ship.
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While inflation in countries with pegged exchange rates has typically
been lower than in countries with flexible exchange rates, there is no
clear relationship between the exchange rate regime and output
growth.



Duration of Pegs

While exchange-rate-based stabilization programs
typically have been short-lived, the duration of 
pegs has differed across countries. An analysis of
87 episodes of pegged regimes in Latin America and
Jamaica, in the period 1957–90, found that the proba-
bility of a peg being abandoned was directly affected
by the rate of real exchange rate appreciation and the
degree of openness of the economy.108 This suggests
that the decision of how long to maintain a peg de-
pends on the authorities’ concern about international
competitiveness, since a more open economy stands to
lose more from a real exchange appreciation than one
that relies less on external trade. Among these
87 episodes, the exit rate from a peg was high. The
median duration of a peg was about ten months, but
about one-third of the pegs were abandoned by the
seventh month and more than half by the end of the
first year. Along with the degree of openness, the net
foreign asset position of the banking system also in-
fluenced the timing of the decision to exit. Over time,
however, real exchange rate misalignment became in-
creasingly influential in the exit decision. Political
events such as irregular changes in the executive
branch of the government were also important factors
in determining how long a peg lasted. In cases where
exchange rates were pegged for reasons other than as
a policy response to economic imbalances, they were
often long lasting. Thus, in Honduras, the exchange
rate parity with the U.S. dollar lasted from 1918 to
1990; in Guatemala, from 1926 to 1986; among the
14 countries that make up the CFA franc currency
zone the peg to the French franc remained unchanged
from 1948 to 1994; while the peg to the U.S. dollar of
the eight-country common currency area of the East
Caribbean has been in place since the mid-1960s.

Exiting a Peg Smoothly

Predetermined exchange rate paths seem, on aver-
age, to have been effective in stabilizing inflation, but
they can be associated with volatile output growth and
a worsening of international competitiveness. As the
real exchange rate rises, especially if inflation is not
reduced sufficiently fast, the conflict between the
authorities’ objectives of reducing inflation and main-
taining competitiveness becomes increasingly appar-
ent, raising the probability of a speculative attack.
More often than not, the end of a peg comes about
with disruptions to the economy. While it is clearly
important to exit before the real appreciation becomes
too large, the transitional exit arrangement to a new

parity or a floating regime needs to be sufficiently
flexible to allow the rate of depreciation to vary, and
thus to accommodate any residual speculative pres-
sures. Moreover, given the observed impermanence of
exchange rate pegs, a strategy to exit a parity needs to
be addressed as part of an overall adjustment policy
package. In many cases, the initial trade reforms have
to be aggressive and deep, so that the benefits of the
structural changes on exports offset, at least in part,
the negative effects of the cumulative real apprecia-
tion. Financial sector liberalization, provided it is ac-
companied by regulatory and supervisory changes that
enforce prudential guidelines effectively, are also nec-
essary in many cases, so that deeper markets, together
with more diversified portfolios of financial institu-
tions, can help to minimize the consequences of spec-
ulative pressures. Furthermore, reforms that broaden
the tax base and make expenditure less rigidly indexed
to inflation are often required for fiscal policy to be
sufficiently flexible to respond to shocks and thus to
complement monetary policy in the management of a
more flexible arrangement.

Misalignments and Currency Crashes

Exchange rate misalignments and currency crises
can arise in both pegged and more flexible exchange
rate arrangements. Of the 116 separate currency
“crashes”109—defined as a depreciation of at least 25
percent and a 10 percent increase in the rate of depre-
ciation over the previous year—that took place be-
tween 1975 and 1996, close to half were under flexi-
ble regimes (Table 19). Moreover, the distribution of
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108For details see Michael W. Klein and Nancy P. Marion,
“Explaining the Duration of Exchange-Rate Pegs,” NBER Working
Paper No. 4651 (Cambridge, Massachusetts: National Bureau of
Economic Research, February 1994).

109This follows the definition used in Jeffrey A. Frankel and
Andrew K. Rose, “Currency Crashes in Emerging Markets: Empiri-
cal Indicators,” NBER Working Paper No. 5437 (Cambridge, Massa-
chusetts: National Bureau of Economic Research, January 1996).

Table 19. Currency Crashes by 
Exchange Rate Regime1

1975–81 1982–89 1990–96

Pegged to a single currency 11 18 9
Pegged to a basket of currencies 2 12 11
Limited flexibility 2 2 —
Managed float 7 14 12
Independently floating 1 3 13

Total 23 49 45

1A currency crash is defined as a 25 percent or more depreciation
in a year with at least a 10 percent increase in the rate of deprecia-
tion over the previous year. The exchange regime identified with a
country is the arrangement followed the year prior to the crash. The
14 countries constituting the CFA franc zone are treated as one ob-
servation. The CFA franc currency “crashed,” in the sense de-
scribed, in 1981 and 1994. In 1981 it was the result of a change in
the French franc–U.S. dollar exchange rate while in 1994 the parity
with the French franc was devalued.
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Table 20. Countries in Transition: Exchange Rate Regime and Monetary Policy Instruments, August 1997

Exchange Rate Focus of Exchange
Regime Rate Policy Monetary Framework Monetary Policy Instruments

Currency board
Bosnia and Herzegovina Deutsche mark Currency board Reserve and liquidity requirements

Bulgaria Deutsche mark Currency board Reserve requirements

Estonia Deutsche mark Currency board Certificates of deposit (CDs)

Lithuania Dollar Currency board Uniform reserve requirement

Targeted exchange rate
Croatia De facto target band vis-à-vis Exchange rate target Central bank bill auctions

deutsche mark

Hungary Crawling band vis-à-vis dollar— Exchange rate target Repurchase, open market operations
deutsche mark basket, ± 2.25%

Latvia Peg to SDR Exchange rate target Exchange rate window

Macedonia, former De facto peg to deutsche mark Exchange rate target Reserve requirements, credit 
Yugoslav Rep. of ceilings, central bank deposit 

auctions

Poland Crawling band vis-à-vis currency Exchange rate target, monitoring Repurchase, open market 
basket, ± 7% of credit expansion and money operations, reserve requirements

growth

Russia Crawling band vis-à-vis dollar, ± 5% Exchange rate target Credit and deposit auctions, 
primary and secondary 
treasury bill markets

Slovak Republic Target band vis-à-vis dollar–deutsche Exchange rate target Repurchase operations, reserve 
mark basket, ± 7% requirements, suasion

Ukraine Target band of 1.7 to 1.9 hryvnia Exchange rate target Credit auctions, repurchase 
vis-à-vis the dollar operations, foreign exchange sales

Managed floating rate
Belarus Ad hoc pegs to various currencies Monitoring inflation and Credit auctions, treasury bill market

exchange rates

Czech Republic Ad hoc intervention to limit Money growth target Open market operations, 
fluctuations against the deutsche mark reserve requirements

Georgia Broad stability vis-à-vis dollar Monitoring of credit growth Credit to government, credit 
auctions, foreign exchange sales

Kyrgyz Republic Ad hoc peg to the dollar Monitoring of money growth Treasury bill auctions, foreign 
exchange auctions

Slovenia Ad hoc intervention Reserve money target Repurchase operations, window 
financing, central bank bills,
foreign exchange operations

Turkmenistan Multiple rates Liquidity targets Credit auctions

Uzbekistan Multiple rates Monitoring of money growth Credit and CD auctions

Floating rate
Albania . . . Money growth target Reserve and liquidity requirements,

treasury bill auctions

Armenia . . . Money growth target Credit and deposit auctions, 
repos and reverse repos

Azerbaijan . . . Money growth target Credit auctions, directed credits,
foreign exchange sales

Kazakhstan . . . Reserve money target Open market operations, foreign
exchange sales

Moldova . . . Reserve money target Credit auctions, small treasury
operations

Mongolia . . . Real interest rate target Credit auctions

Romania . . . Money growth target Credit auctions

Tajikistan . . . Bank credit ceilings No market-based instruments
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of eight countries falling from around 41 percent in
June 1996 to less than 15 percent in June 1997. In
Russia, the monetary tightening initiated in 1995 was
maintained throughout 1996 and early 1997; against

the background of a general decline in inflation and in-
terest rates, the Central Bank of Russia reduced its re-
finance rate from 80 percent a year (noncompounded
basis) in September 1996 to 24 percent in June
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Table 21. Countries in Transition: Annual Growth Rates of Broad Money and of Domestic Credit
(In percent)

1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

Growth rate of broad money1

Albania . . . . . . . . . . . . 51.8 43.8
Armenia . . . 74.9 2,302.7 684.2 68.7 35.1
Azerbaijan . . . 266.0 821.4 1,114.1 24.0 18.9
Belarus . . . 508.2 928.3 1,936.7 167.0 52.4
Bulgaria . . . 50.4 53.5 77.9 39.6 124.3
Croatia . . . . . . . . . 74.9 39.3 49.1
Czech Republic . . . . . . . . . 19.9 19.8 9.2
Estonia . . . 68.0 57.8 29.6 31.3 36.8
Georgia . . . 428.0 4,319.0 2,229.5 146.5 41.9
Hungary 29.4 27.3 16.8 13.0 18.5 20.9
Kazakhstan . . . 497.0 843.6 615.3 71.3 13.8
Kyrgyz Republic . . . 428.4 179.7 119.2 75.8 23.2
Latvia . . . . . . 84.2 49.1 –24.0 19.9
Lithuania . . . . . . 99.0 64.8 29.8 –1.8
Macedonia, former Yugoslav Rep. of . . . . . . 560.8 31.9 0.3 0.5
Moldova . . . 366.0 311.3 115.6 65.2 15.3
Mongolia . . . 61.0 192.1 81.0 30.5 33.0
Poland 37.0 57.4 35.9 38.3 34.7 29.3
Romania 101.2 79.6 141.0 138.1 71.6 66.0
Russia . . . 779.9 317.6 200.7 102.8 33.6
Slovak Republic . . . . . . . . . 17.4 18.4 16.2
Slovenia . . . 123.6 62.0 43.9 29.3 21.3
Tajikistan . . . 513.8 1,587.4 156.3 616.4 142.6
Turkmenistan . . . 1,110.0 792.6 1,156.7 375.2 225.5
Ukraine . . . 858.9 1,778.1 573.0 117.4 35.1
Uzbekistan . . . . . . 784.7 680.4 158.1 100.1

Growth rate of domestic credit2

Albania . . . . . . . . . . . . –9.6 47.9
Armenia . . . 266.0 733.5 1,549.1 68.3 30.1
Azerbaijan . . . 1,011.4 455.4 841.0 110.9 16.7
Belarus . . . . . . 578.3 2,143.0 164.4 59.1
Bulgaria . . . 52.5 61.3 47.3 16.0 217.5
Croatia . . . . . . . . . 8.6 12.5 1.0
Czech Republic . . . . . . . . . 16.8 13.2 10.6
Estonia . . . 22.1 71.6 39.8 63.1 98.2
Georgia . . . 509.6 1,927.2 3,208.3 84.7 59.5
Hungary 8.0 10.3 16.8 15.2 –0.8 27.6
Kazakhstan . . . 1,500.4 547.7 755.5 –22.5 –12.4
Kyrgyz Republic . . . 760.1 595.2 36.9 58.9 18.3
Latvia . . . . . . 145.8 68.3 –26.0 –3.4
Lithuania . . . . . . . . . . . . 26.1 2.8
Macedonia, former Yugoslav Rep. of . . . . . . 67.5 –22.3 3.9
Moldova . . . 570.1 333.8 116.5 55.9 18.5
Mongolia . . . 60.2 51.9 79.0 –26.1 89.7
Poland 158.7 55.6 44.2 30.1 20.1 29.7
Romania 101.1 39.0 122.6 115.8 85.4 84.7
Russia . . . 747.7 501.6 297.6 77.3 44.1
Slovak Republic . . . . . . . . . 18.5 21.2 15.7
Slovenia . . . 80.0 108.0 21.9 37.2 11.2
Tajikistan . . . 1,241.4 1,068.0 125.1 484.8 208.5
Turkmenistan . . . 782.7 1,812.7 1,066.5 385.9 1,541.8
Ukraine . . . 1,566.7 1,133.2 583.2 166.0 38.0
Uzbekistan . . . 1.4 854.4 239.0 58.2 252.8

1Broad money (currency outside banks, demand deposits, and time and savings deposits) including foreign currency deposits.
2Domestic credit comprises banking sector claims on the domestic public and private nonbank sectors.



1997.118 In 1996, Ukraine implemented tight monetary
policies for the first time since the beginning of the
transition, as the authorities sought to create a stable fi-
nancial environment for the successful introduction of
the country’s permanent currency, the hryvnia, which
was launched in September 1996. More recently, how-
ever, the National Bank of Ukraine has successfully re-
sisted increasing pressures to loosen monetary policy
and extend additional credit to agriculture and industry.
Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia, Kazakhstan, the Kyrgyz
Republic, and Moldova continued to restrain monetary
growth, with occasional slippages.119

In a number of other countries less advanced in tran-
sition, monetary policies were relaxed or remained
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Table 22. Countries in Transition: 
Real Interest Rates1

(In percent a month)

1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

Albania –4.3 1.1 1.61 1.61 0.5
Armenia . . . –8.2 14.4 19.9 5.4
Azerbaijan . . . –12.2 –6.8 9.4 2.9
Belarus . . . –13.8 –4.6 4.1 1.5
Bulgaria –0.6 –0.2 –0.7 1.8 –0.9
Croatia . . . . . . 0.7 0.4 0.4
Czech Republic . . . –0.5 –0.1 0.1 0.2
Estonia . . . –1.8 –1.9 –1.4 –0.4
Georgia2 . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.7
Hungary 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.3 0.7
Kazakhstan . . . . . . 3.6 2.5 1.1
Kyrgyz Republic . . . . . . . . . 2.7 1.6
Latvia . . . 2.9 0.3 0.4 0.3
Lithuania . . . 1.4 2.8 –0.2 0.9
Macedonia, former 

Yugoslav Rep. of . . . . . . 5.5 1.0 0.9
Moldova . . . . . . . . . 1.1 0.7
Mongolia . . . . . . . . . 10.2 5.8
Poland –0.1 –0.2 0.2 0.7 0.5
Romania . . . . . . 1.6 1.5 –0.5
Russia . . . –5.0 5.4 8.0 6.8
Slovak Republic . . . –0.8 0.1 0.3 0.1
Slovenia . . . . . . –0.1 0.3 0.1
Tajikistan . . . . . . . . . –2.8 16.2
Turkmenistan . . . . . . . . . –10.5 –1.4
Ukraine . . . –13.2 8.8 1.8 2.3
Uzbekistan . . . –10.7 –5.7 13.4 5.0

1Computed as the 12-month average of [(1 + r)/(1 + π) – 1] × 100
where r is the central bank interest rate on a monthly basis (÷100)
and π is the percent change of the consumer price index in the same
month from the preceding month. This is approximately equal to
the difference between the interest rate and the inflation rate, for
small r and π.

2Based on the interbank credit auction rate.

118Russia also introduced a change in its exchange rate policy: the
fixed (and adjustable every six months) fluctuation band of the ruble
vis-à-vis the U.S. dollar was replaced in the middle of 1996 by a
crawling band with a preannounced rate of crawl, a 4 percent de-
preciation being set for 1997.

119In the Kyrgyz Republic, for instance, money growth suddenly
increased in the fourth quarter of 1996 as the government used its
deposits with the central bank to pay budget arrears. 

Figure 30. Selected Countries in Transition:
Inflation
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In countries more advanced in transition, inflation has come down
steadily. In those less advanced in transition, inflation has been
reduced in the countries that have maintained tight financial policies.
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loose. In Albania, Bulgaria, and Romania, the relaxation
of monetary policies from late 1995 contributed to
growing financial imbalances that culminated in the
crises of early 1997. In Albania, a main impetus to in-
creased monetary growth was the financing of the fiscal
deficit. Accelerating official credits to banks fueled
monetary expansion in Bulgaria, while agricultural
credit refinancing and lending to enterprises in poor fi-
nancial condition led to loose monetary policy in
Romania; as monetary policies in these two countries
were relaxed, central bank interest rates in real terms
turned negative. In Mongolia, monetary developments
in 1996 were dominated by excessive central bank
credit expansion to a weakening banking sector and also
to the government to finance a higher fiscal deficit;
monetary policy was tightened in the spring of 1997,
following the initiation of a bank-restructuring pro-
gram. Some initial progress toward stabilization in
Uzbekistan was reversed as the central bank started to
extend large credits to the agricultural sector in mid-
1996. Belarus and Turkmenistan have not yet introduced
comprehensive stabilization programs and have contin-
ued to extend directed credits at below-market rates.

While moderate, and even single-digit, year-on-year
rates of inflation have been achieved or are within
reach in almost all countries in transition, the conse-
quences of the high inflation during the period preced-
ing stabilization are still being felt. The intensity and
duration of the inflation process during this period led
to substantial demonetization and erosion of banking
sector intermediation. In the Czech and Slovak
Republics, countries that were able to avoid protracted
high inflation, the income velocity of broad money did
not increase above 2, a level close to that in the ad-
vanced economies, and the share of cash and foreign
currency deposits in broad money remained below
20 percent. In hyperinflation-stricken Armenia and
Georgia, in contrast, velocity surged to more than 15
and domestic currency cash and foreign currency de-
posits peaked at 80–85 percent of broad money hold-
ings in 1994–95. The legacy of high inflation during
the period before stabilization continues to have an im-
portant influence on the financial environment and to
affect monetary policies today (see Tables 23 and 24).
For example, despite the sharp reductions in inflation
in the Baltics, Russia, and the other countries of the
former Soviet Union, their average velocity in 1996
still exceeded 10, their money multipliers were low,
and in the middle of 1997 the share of cash and foreign
currency deposits in broad money was still around
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Table 23. Countries in Transition: Income
Velocity of Broad Money1

1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

Albania 1.4 1.8 2.5 2.7 2.1 2.1
Armenia . . . 2.9 3.7 10.4 15.5 14.3
Azerbaijan . . . 4.5 3.6 5.7 9.1 10.8
Belarus . . . 5.1 5.5 6.2 8.5 7.7
Bulgaria . . . 1.4 1.3 1.2 1.5 2.4
Croatia . . . 2.9 3.9 4.5 3.9 2.8
Czech Republic . . . . . . 1.4 1.3 1.3 1.3
Estonia . . . 4.0 4.7 4.3 4.5 4.0
Georgia . . . 2.7 15.5 32.8 39.2 26.0
Hungary 2.1 1.9 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.3
Kazakhstan . . . 4.9 4.6 7.9 11.3 11.8
Kyrgyz Republic . . . 5.7 9.5 10.1 7.2 7.3
Latvia . . . 5.6 4.0 3.5 3.8 4.9
Lithuania . . . 4.8 6.4 6.1 6.1 7.6
Macedonia, former 

Yugoslav Rep. of 2 4.1 5.6 5.3 7.9 7.9 7.2
Moldova . . . 4.4 10.2 9.6 7.8 6.5
Mongolia 1.8 2.9 3.9 3.7 4.2 5.2
Poland 3.1 2.8 2.8 2.7 2.8 2.7
Romania 2.1 3.3 4.5 4.7 4.0 5.1
Russia . . . 3.6 5.6 7.4 11.2 10.5
Slovak Republic . . . . . . 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.4
Slovenia 2.9 3.8 3.3 3.0 2.8 2.6
Tajikistan . . . 3.5 2.4 2.2 10.3 15.6
Turkmenistan . . . 5.6 6.0 11.5 14.6 15.7
Ukraine . . . 4.1 6.3 6.7 9.4 10.6
Uzbekistan . . . . . . 3.7 5.8 5.7 5.1

Memorandum
Germany 1.8 1.8 1.7 1.6 1.7 1.6
Japan 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9
United States 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.7 1.8 1.7

1Velocity is the ratio of annual nominal GDP to the average of end-
of-quarter broad money stocks, including foreign currency deposits.

2Computed on the basis of nongovernment broad money.

Table 24. Countries in Transition: 
Money Multipliers1

1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

Armenia . . . 1.8 1.9 1.6 1.4 1.4
Azerbaijan . . . 3.1 2.0 3.2 1.4 1.4
Belarus . . . . . . . . . 3.8 2.6 2.3
Bulgaria 3.4 3.3 4.2 4.8 4.5 5.3
Croatia . . . . . . 4.5 3.7 3.6 4.2
Czech Republic . . . . . . 4.2 3.8 2.6 3.1
Estonia 3.2 2.1 1.6 1.9 2.0 2.3
Georgia . . . . . . . . . 1.9 1.2 1.2
Hungary 1.5 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.6 1.7
Kazakhstan 5.9 3.4 2.1 2.1 1.8 1.7
Kyrgyz Republic . . . . . . 1.3 1.4 1.3 1.3
Latvia . . . . . . 2.1 2.6 2.0 1.9
Lithuania . . . . . . . . . 2.4 2.3 2.2
Macedonia, former 

Yugoslav Rep. of 2 . . . 2.1 4.0 3.2 3.6 3.2
Moldova 2.4 1.7 1.4 1.4 1.6 1.7
Mongolia 5.0 3.1 3.4 3.0 3.0 3.0
Poland 2.6 3.0 3.5 3.9 3.7 3.9
Romania 2.6 3.1 3.5 3.3 3.9 3.9
Russia . . . . . . 2.7 2.8 2.6 2.3
Slovak Republic . . . . . . 6.4 6.1 4.6 4.9
Slovenia 7.5 7.2 8.4 7.7 8.0 8.4
Tajikistan . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.1 1.4
Turkmenistan . . . . . . 1.7 1.6 1.6 1.1
Ukraine . . . 1.4 1.6 2.1 1.9 1.9
Uzbekistan . . . . . . . . . 1.8 1.4 1.5

1Ratio of broad money, including foreign currency deposits, to
reserve money.

2Computed on the basis of nongovernment broad money.
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loose. In Albania, Bulgaria, and Romania, the relaxation
of monetary policies from late 1995 contributed to
growing financial imbalances that culminated in the
crises of early 1997. In Albania, a main impetus to in-
creased monetary growth was the financing of the fiscal
deficit. Accelerating official credits to banks fueled
monetary expansion in Bulgaria, while agricultural
credit refinancing and lending to enterprises in poor fi-
nancial condition led to loose monetary policy in
Romania; as monetary policies in these two countries
were relaxed, central bank interest rates in real terms
turned negative. In Mongolia, monetary developments
in 1996 were dominated by excessive central bank
credit expansion to a weakening banking sector and also
to the government to finance a higher fiscal deficit;
monetary policy was tightened in the spring of 1997,
following the initiation of a bank-restructuring pro-
gram. Some initial progress toward stabilization in
Uzbekistan was reversed as the central bank started to
extend large credits to the agricultural sector in mid-
1996. Belarus and Turkmenistan have not yet introduced
comprehensive stabilization programs and have contin-
ued to extend directed credits at below-market rates.

While moderate, and even single-digit, year-on-year
rates of inflation have been achieved or are within
reach in almost all countries in transition, the conse-
quences of the high inflation during the period preced-
ing stabilization are still being felt. The intensity and
duration of the inflation process during this period led
to substantial demonetization and erosion of banking
sector intermediation. In the Czech and Slovak
Republics, countries that were able to avoid protracted
high inflation, the income velocity of broad money did
not increase above 2, a level close to that in the ad-
vanced economies, and the share of cash and foreign
currency deposits in broad money remained below
20 percent. In hyperinflation-stricken Armenia and
Georgia, in contrast, velocity surged to more than 15
and domestic currency cash and foreign currency de-
posits peaked at 80–85 percent of broad money hold-
ings in 1994–95. The legacy of high inflation during
the period before stabilization continues to have an im-
portant influence on the financial environment and to
affect monetary policies today (see Tables 23 and 24).
For example, despite the sharp reductions in inflation
in the Baltics, Russia, and the other countries of the
former Soviet Union, their average velocity in 1996
still exceeded 10, their money multipliers were low,
and in the middle of 1997 the share of cash and foreign
currency deposits in broad money was still around
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Table 23. Countries in Transition: Income
Velocity of Broad Money1

1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

Albania 1.4 1.8 2.5 2.7 2.1 2.1
Armenia . . . 2.9 3.7 10.4 15.5 14.3
Azerbaijan . . . 4.5 3.6 5.7 9.1 10.8
Belarus . . . 5.1 5.5 6.2 8.5 7.7
Bulgaria . . . 1.4 1.3 1.2 1.5 2.4
Croatia . . . 2.9 3.9 4.5 3.9 2.8
Czech Republic . . . . . . 1.4 1.3 1.3 1.3
Estonia . . . 4.0 4.7 4.3 4.5 4.0
Georgia . . . 2.7 15.5 32.8 39.2 26.0
Hungary 2.1 1.9 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.3
Kazakhstan . . . 4.9 4.6 7.9 11.3 11.8
Kyrgyz Republic . . . 5.7 9.5 10.1 7.2 7.3
Latvia . . . 5.6 4.0 3.5 3.8 4.9
Lithuania . . . 4.8 6.4 6.1 6.1 7.6
Macedonia, former 

Yugoslav Rep. of 2 4.1 5.6 5.3 7.9 7.9 7.2
Moldova . . . 4.4 10.2 9.6 7.8 6.5
Mongolia 1.8 2.9 3.9 3.7 4.2 5.2
Poland 3.1 2.8 2.8 2.7 2.8 2.7
Romania 2.1 3.3 4.5 4.7 4.0 5.1
Russia . . . 3.6 5.6 7.4 11.2 10.5
Slovak Republic . . . . . . 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.4
Slovenia 2.9 3.8 3.3 3.0 2.8 2.6
Tajikistan . . . 3.5 2.4 2.2 10.3 15.6
Turkmenistan . . . 5.6 6.0 11.5 14.6 15.7
Ukraine . . . 4.1 6.3 6.7 9.4 10.6
Uzbekistan . . . . . . 3.7 5.8 5.7 5.1

Memorandum
Germany 1.8 1.8 1.7 1.6 1.7 1.6
Japan 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9
United States 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.7 1.8 1.7

1Velocity is the ratio of annual nominal GDP to the average of end-
of-quarter broad money stocks, including foreign currency deposits.

2Computed on the basis of nongovernment broad money.

Table 24. Countries in Transition: 
Money Multipliers1

1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

Armenia . . . 1.8 1.9 1.6 1.4 1.4
Azerbaijan . . . 3.1 2.0 3.2 1.4 1.4
Belarus . . . . . . . . . 3.8 2.6 2.3
Bulgaria 3.4 3.3 4.2 4.8 4.5 5.3
Croatia . . . . . . 4.5 3.7 3.6 4.2
Czech Republic . . . . . . 4.2 3.8 2.6 3.1
Estonia 3.2 2.1 1.6 1.9 2.0 2.3
Georgia . . . . . . . . . 1.9 1.2 1.2
Hungary 1.5 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.6 1.7
Kazakhstan 5.9 3.4 2.1 2.1 1.8 1.7
Kyrgyz Republic . . . . . . 1.3 1.4 1.3 1.3
Latvia . . . . . . 2.1 2.6 2.0 1.9
Lithuania . . . . . . . . . 2.4 2.3 2.2
Macedonia, former 

Yugoslav Rep. of 2 . . . 2.1 4.0 3.2 3.6 3.2
Moldova 2.4 1.7 1.4 1.4 1.6 1.7
Mongolia 5.0 3.1 3.4 3.0 3.0 3.0
Poland 2.6 3.0 3.5 3.9 3.7 3.9
Romania 2.6 3.1 3.5 3.3 3.9 3.9
Russia . . . . . . 2.7 2.8 2.6 2.3
Slovak Republic . . . . . . 6.4 6.1 4.6 4.9
Slovenia 7.5 7.2 8.4 7.7 8.0 8.4
Tajikistan . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.1 1.4
Turkmenistan . . . . . . 1.7 1.6 1.6 1.1
Ukraine . . . 1.4 1.6 2.1 1.9 1.9
Uzbekistan . . . . . . . . . 1.8 1.4 1.5

1Ratio of broad money, including foreign currency deposits, to
reserve money.

2Computed on the basis of nongovernment broad money.
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are easing again in the Czech Republic following the
floating of the exchange rate in late May, they remain
very tight in the Slovak Republic.

Recently adopted stabilization programs in Bulgaria
and Romania, supported by IMF financing, seek to
eliminate remaining non-market-based instruments of
monetary policy. In Bulgaria, the move to indirect in-
struments was largely completed by the end of 1994,
but financially distressed banks ended up in chronic
violation of reserve requirements, and from late 1995
on, this situation led the Bulgarian National Bank to
extend increasing amounts of unsecured refinance
credit. In preparation for the currency board arrange-
ment adopted at the beginning of July, active monetary
policies were abandoned altogether, and open market
operations that supported these policies have been
phased out. Romania has lagged behind other central
and eastern European countries in monetary policy re-
form. Until the introduction of the stabilization pro-
gram this year, the National Bank of Romania ad-
vanced directed credits to state-owned banks at
below-market interest rates, did not conduct open mar-
ket operations, and did not have instruments for ab-

sorbing liquidity. Directed credits accounted for some
70–90 percent of total central bank credit in recent
years and, following the increase in inflation in the
second half of 1996, real interest rates on such credits
turned negative. The National Bank of Romania is
now committed to ending the provision of directed
credits and to allocating credit primarily through auc-
tions at market-determined interest rates.

Russia and most other countries of the former Soviet
Union have made substantial progress in moving to-
ward indirect monetary control, although much re-
mains to be done to bring monetary operations to mod-
ern standards.123 Among these countries, Kazakhstan
and Russia have advanced most in developing financial
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Table 25. Russia and the Other Countries of the Former Soviet Union:
Rankings of Progress with Establishment of Market-Based Monetary
Operations and Government Securities Markets1

I II III
Limited Progress Moderate Progress Substantial Progress

Central bank facilities
Standing (Lombard, refinance, Belarus Armenia Kazakhstan

overdraft) and discretionary Georgia Azerbaijan Kyrgyz Republic
(open market operations, Tajikistan Moldova Russia
credit and deposit auctions) Turkmenistan Ukraine

Uzbekistan

Operating framework
Use of short-term liquidity Georgia Armenia Belarus

forecasting and availability of Tajikistan Azerbaijan Kyrgyz Republic
a domestic debt forecasting Turkmenistan Kazakhstan Russia
program such as treasury bill Uzbekistan Moldova
auction calendar Ukraine

Market development
Interbank money market and Armenia Belarus Kazakhstan

secondary market for Azerbaijan Kyrgyz Republic Russia
government securities Georgia Ukraine

Moldova
Tajikistan
Turkmenistan
Uzbekistan

Overall ranking Georgia Armenia Kazakhstan
Tajikistan Azerbaijan Kyrgyz Republic
Turkmenistan Belarus Russia
Uzbekistan Moldova

Ukraine

Source: “Status of Market-Based Central Banking Reforms in the Baltics, Russia, and the Other Countries
of the Former Soviet Union” (IMF, forthcoming). The rankings refer to an IMF staff assessment of the
progress made by each country in the relevant area over the period from the beginning of 1992 until mid-
1997. Because of the diversity of country conditions and the complexity and complementarity of reforms,
these rankings, while a convenient reference, can provide only an approximate indication of progress made.

1Within each ranking, countries are listed alphabetically.

123For a description of monetary policy instruments in the Baltics,
Russia, and the other countries of the former Soviet Union at the end
of 1995, see Lorena Zamalloa, “Monetary Operations, Money
Markets, and Public Debt Management,” in Central Bank Reform in
the Transition Economies, ed. by V. Sundararajan, Arne Petersen,
and Gabriel Sensenbrenner (Washington: IMF, 1997), pp. 62–98;
see also “Status of Market-Based Central Banking Reforms in the
Baltics, Russia, and the Other Countries of the Former Soviet
Union” (IMF, forthcoming).
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induce adverse selection and moral hazard effects,
since these banks may be willing to borrow at very
high cost to avoid illiquidity. These problems are best
handled by introducing appropriately designed mar-
ket-based monetary instruments, such as collateralized
transactions. In addition, the careful design and se-
quencing of specific supervisory policies and bank-re-
structuring schemes can support the adoption of indi-
rect monetary policy instruments in the presence of
bank weaknesses.127

Many transition countries have made good progress
in introducing efficient, market-based financial sys-
tems in general and in dealing with banking sector
problems in particular. It appears that the institutional
capacity of the financial system in transition countries
has generally improved faster when a new or parallel
private banking system has been allowed to emerge
than it has when the government has tried simply to re-
form existing state-owned banks.128 Country experi-
ence indicates that successful bank restructuring re-
quires a comprehensive approach addressing not only
the immediate stock and flow problems of weak and
insolvent banks, but also correcting shortcomings in
the accounting, legal, and regulatory framework and
improving supervision. Privatization of formerly spe-

cialized and still state-owned banks, and firm exit
policies, allowing in particular the closure of small
private banks established in the initial transition years,
are also part of best practice.129 At the same time, ad-
ditional financial sector reform measures are needed.
While a fair number of countries are already imple-
menting comprehensive financial sector adjustment
programs, in others—Russia and some other countries
of the former Soviet Union, for example—authorities
are still assessing the magnitude and nature of banking
sector problems and are concentrating their efforts on
enhancing banking supervision and on identifying and
closing individual insolvent banks.130 Given the sys-
temic nature of the problem, additional efforts are
needed to formulate a more comprehensive restructur-
ing strategy, to further develop regulation, prudential
norms, supervisory capacity, and accounting frame-
works, and to address the lack of basic financial skills
on the part of bank management.

Other Factors Affecting Conduct and
Transmission of Monetary Policy

In addition to having to maintain efforts to improve
monetary policy instruments and strengthen the fi-
nancial system, monetary authorities face a number of
additional challenges, such as those involved in
relative price adjustment, dollarization, and capital
inflows. These phenomena reflect both continuing
corrections of distortions inherited from central plan-
ning and responses to more recent developments in
the macroeconomic environment and in financial
policies.

Relative Price Adjustment

The price mechanism did not have a significant al-
locative role in centrally planned economies, and the
structure of relative prices in these economies was
vastly different from that in market economies.
Relative prices have changed substantially since the
beginning of the transformation, moving closer to
those prevailing in advanced market economies.131
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Table 26. Selected Countries in Transition:
Interest Rate Spreads1

(In percent)

1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

Armenia . . . . . . . . . . . . 182.3 58.8
Belarus . . . . . . . . . 58.9 74.2 28.5
Bulgaria 9.9 11.7 16.9 21.4 23.0 48.8
Croatia . . . . . . . . . 16.4 14.7 16.9
Czech Republic . . . . . . 7.1 6.0 5.8 5.7
Estonia . . . . . . 20.7 14.3 9.6 6.2
Georgia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45.2
Hungary 4.7 8.6 9.8 7.1 6.5 5.2
Latvia . . . . . . 38.0 28.2 23.0 14.3
Lithuania . . . . . . 43.2 34.9 18.2 15.9
Moldova . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19.0
Mongolia . . . . . . 174.8 132.5 54.8 55.5
Poland . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.7 6.1
Romania 102.2 15.0 78.0 21.0 22.0 25.0
Russia . . . . . . . . . . . . 73.4 54.4
Slovak Republic . . . . . . 6.4 5.2 6.6 7.0
Slovenia . . . 52.3 17.0 11.5 9.5 8.7
Ukraine . . . . . . 24.2 41.7 60.6 46.3

1Defined as the difference between the domestic currency short-
term bank lending and deposit rates at the end of the year.

127See V. Sundararajan, “The Role of Prudential Supervision and
Financial Restructuring of Banks During Transition to Indirect
Instruments of Monetary Control,” IMF Working Paper 96/128
(November 1996).

128Stijn Claessens, “Banking Reform in Transition Countries,”
World Bank Policy Research Working Paper No. 1642 (Washington:
World Bank, August 1996).

129Michael S. Borish, Millard F. Long, and Michel Noël, “Banking
Reform in Transition Economies,” Finance & Development, Vol. 32
(September 1995), pp. 23–26.

130For an analysis of banking sector reform in the Baltics, Russia,
and the other countries of the former Soviet Union, see Ceyla
Pazarbaşlog-lu and Jan Willem van der Vossen, “Main Issues and
Challenges in Designing Bank-Restructuring Strategies,” in Central
Bank Reform in the Transition Countries, ed. by V. Sundararajan,
Arne Petersen, and Gabriel Sensenbrenner (Washington: IMF,
1997); and “Status of Market-Based Central Banking Reforms in the
Baltics, Russia, and the Other Countries of the Former Soviet
Union” (IMF, forthcoming).

131See Vincent Koen and Paula De Masi, “Prices in the Transition:
Ten Stylized Facts,” Staff Studies for the World Economic Outlook
(IMF, forthcoming).



Overall price levels, measured in a common currency,
have also started to converge to market economy lev-
els (see Box 8). Notwithstanding this progress, even
in the most advanced transition countries, such as
Poland, the structure of relative prices remains quite
different from that in neighboring market economies.
Substantial differences in absolute price levels across
the transition countries and between the transition and
the advanced economies remain as well.

The adjustment of relative prices has implications
for the inflation process in countries in transition.
Adjustments in relative prices to a market-determined
structure can lead to upward pressure on overall
inflation if price rigidities are present or when uncer-
tainty increases. Statistical analysis confirms that
relative price changes, as reflected in relative price
variability, have contributed to inflation, with the
contribution having been most significant during
the early phases of the transition, and in Russia and
the other countries of the former Soviet Union.132

Increases in relative prices of capital-intensive ser-
vices such as housing, utilities, and transportation
may be an important factor influencing current
inflation rates. After having lagged other prices
during the early years of the transformation, these
prices have more recently been increasing in relative
terms on a sustained basis. In 1996, services prices
were the fastest rising component of the consumer
price index in most countries in transition (see Table
27). Notable exceptions were Belarus, where there
has been little progress with market-oriented reforms,
and Bulgaria and Romania, where price increases
were fueled across-the-board last year by lax financial
policies.

In view of its effect on overall inflation, the process
of relative price adjustment has implications for the
design and implementation of monetary policy.133 The
relative price effect on inflation has to be considered
when choosing the pace at which inflation is brought
down from moderate to low single-digit rates since it
may add to the short-term output costs of tightening
monetary policy. Efforts to avoid these additional
costs and achieve lower inflation targets by postpon-
ing the adjustment of public service prices are likely to
be counterproductive, as the realignment of prices is
needed to make the provision of public services more
efficient and cost effective, which in turn contributes
to lower future inflation. The size of the effect of rela-
tive price adjustment on inflation varies with circum-
stances across countries and time periods, so that the

implications for inflation targets and nominal anchors
must be assessed case by case.

Dollarization

The use of foreign currency assets as money and the
holding by domestic residents of foreign currency and
foreign-currency-denominated deposits at domestic
banks—so-called dollarization—have been wide-
spread in countries in transition in recent years and
continue to pose challenges for the conduct of mone-
tary policy. Foreign currency holdings by domestic
residents were typically restricted during the prere-
form period, and the supply of foreign exchange for
international transactions was centrally allocated and
controlled.134 With the advent of wholesale market-
oriented reforms, a combination of institutional factors
and macroeconomic instability brought about rapid
dollarization. At the start of the reform programs, for-
eign exchange regimes were substantially liberalized,
while domestic financial market reform, including the
introduction of financial instruments denominated in
domestic currency and interest rate liberalization, pro-
ceeded far more slowly. At the same time, high infla-
tion and lack of confidence in the exchange rate, asso-
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Table 27. Countries in Transition: Changes in
Consumer Prices, December 1995–December 1996
(In percent)

Nonfuel
Total Food Goods Services

Armenia 5.6 1.7 5.7 21.3
Azerbaijan 6.8 0.2 9.8 104.3
Belarus 39.1 43.6 30.2 29.7
Bulgaria 311.1 303.7 329.1 306.7
Croatia 3.4 5.6 1.0 8.7
Czech Republic 8.7 7.9 7.5 11.3
Estonia 14.9 13.1 13.0 16.8
Hungary 20.0 17.7 20.9 22.3
Latvia 13.2 7.7 17.4 18.6
Lithuania 13.1 13.6 10.9 16.1
Kazakhstan 28.6 16.4 7.4 139.3
Kyrgyz Republic 35.0 39.1 20.0 46.6
Moldova 15.1 11.7 14.6 29.8
Mongolia 58.8 52.1 52.0 81.8
Poland 18.5 19.0 17.6 19.5
Romania 56.8 55.2 60.3 53.6
Russia 21.8 17.7 17.8 48.4
Slovak Republic 5.5 3.4 6.6 5.1
Slovenia 8.8 12.9 7.0 12.9
Tajikistan 40.6 34.9 41.2 80.0
Ukraine 39.7 17.4 18.8 112.7
Uzbekistan 64.4 63.2 55.5 71.1

Source: United Nations Economic Commission for Europe; and
IMF staff.

132See Sharmini A. Coorey, Mauro Mecagni, and Erik Offerdal,
“Disinflation in Transition Economies: The Role of Relative Price
Adjustment,” IMF Working Paper 96/138 (December 1996).

133See Sharmini A. Coorey, Mauro Mecagni, and Erik Offerdal,
“Designing Disinflation Programs in Transition Economies: The
Implications of Relative Price Adjustment,” IMF Paper on Policy
Analysis and Assessment 97/1 (February 1997).

134Nevertheless, in countries such as Hungary, Poland, and the
former Yugoslavia, dollarization was already significant and offi-
cially accepted in the prereform period, while foreign currency cash
was part of the unofficial economy in other countries. 
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ciated with lax financial policies, made holding do-
mestic currency particularly unattractive (see also Box
6 in Chapter IV).135

Dollarization has now leveled off in most countries
in transition and started to decline in some, as suc-
cessful stabilization programs and progress with fi-
nancial sector reform have led to declines in inflation
and to a strengthening of public confidence in domes-
tic currencies and banking systems, and made avail-
able assets denominated in domestic currency with at-
tractive real rates of return. In countries such as the
Czech and Slovak Republics, Estonia, the Kyrgyz
Republic, and Moldova, the dollarization ratio (the
ratio of foreign currency deposits to broad money)
currently stands at around 10 percent, while in most
other countries in transition the ratio ranges between
15 and 25 percent (see Table 28).136 The use of foreign

currency assets as a store of value may be expected to
be a more permanent phenomenon, being to a signifi-
cant extent a natural outcome of portfolio diversifica-
tion following financial liberalization and integration
with international financial markets. It poses a number
of challenges for the conduct of monetary policy and
raises a number of broader policy issues.

Dollarization raises the question of which assets
should be included in the monetary aggregates that are
used by monetary authorities as indicator or target
variables. Aggregates including foreign currency cash
and deposits are relevant if the use of foreign currency
as a medium of exchange weakens the relationship be-
tween domestic money and inflation. There may be
less reason to consider such aggregates if dollarization
represents asset diversification, with little significance
for aggregate demand and inflation. Since in practice
dollarization is likely to reflect some combination of
both motives, there is a case for considering aggre-
gates both including and excluding foreign currency
deposits when assessing monetary conditions. Dollari-
zation raises a number of additional issues. It involves
a loss of seigniorage, as the demand for domestic base
money is lower than otherwise, and may affect the
credibility of the central bank and the costs of infla-
tion.137 Dollarization also affects the choice of cur-
rency arrangement, as discussed in Box 6 in Chapter
IV. Perhaps most important, an increase in foreign cur-
rency deposits with the domestic banking system in-
creases the vulnerability of the banking sector, official
foreign exchange reserves, and the exchange rate to re-
versals in market sentiment and capital flight, as illus-
trated by the recent Bulgarian experience. Although
dollarization may have negative consequences, restric-
tions designed to reduce the holding of foreign assets
are likely to prove even more detrimental. Dollariza-
tion in excess of normal portfolio diversification
should be seen as a symptom and not a cause of un-
derlying financial weaknesses.

Capital Inflows

A number of countries in transition have experi-
enced increasing and substantial capital inflows. Such
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Table 28. Countries in Transition: 
Dollarization Ratios1

1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

Albania 1.3 23.6 20.2 18.8 18.7 21.0
Armenia 0.2 19.2 44.7 41.7 20.4 21.0
Azerbaijan . . . 0.1 14.8 58.9 26.3 22.1
Belarus 0.5 4.8 37.7 56.5 30.7 24.2
Bulgaria 33.4 23.4 20.3 32.6 27.2 50.5
Croatia 36.0 35.2 45.8 48.4 57.4 59.6
Czech Republic 7.9 9.3 8.1 7.2 6.4 7.6
Estonia 56.3 22.9 4.6 11.1 10.9 10.8
Georgia . . . 2.2 42.9 51.1 12.7 14.9
Hungary 16.5 14.3 18.7 20.4 26.6 24.2
Kazakstan . . . 2.5 14.7 16.9 21.4 16.5
Kyrgyz Republic . . . 5.8 10.3 6.4 7.8 8.3
Lithuania . . . 46.6 25.7 27.0 25.8 25.5
Latvia . . . 35.1 26.2 27.6 29.5 30.7
Macedonia, former 

Yugoslav Rep. of . . . . . . 32.4 18.5 18.1 16.3
Moldova . . . 2.1 15.2 10.3 11.0 9.9
Mongolia 5.9 5.9 29.3 17.1 18.3 19.1
Poland 24.7 24.8 28.8 28.6 20.4 17.3
Romania 3.9 17.9 29.0 22.1 22.6 23.4
Russia 16.8 42.7 27.0 27.9 19.0 19.0
Slovakia 3.1 6.3 11.5 13.0 11.1 10.0
Slovenia 48.4 44.4 45.5 38.0 39.3 38.5
Tajikistan . . . . . . 1.8 1.9 33.7 14.9
Turkmenistan . . . 12.4 4.6 17.6 5.0 52.1
Ukraine . . . 8.6 19.4 32.0 22.8 18.3
Uzbekistan . . . 22.7 5.1 22.5 15.5 15.1

1The dollarization ratio is the ratio of foreign exchange deposits
to broad money, including foreign currency deposits.

135For a detailed analysis of the dollarization in the early years of
the transition, see Ratna Sahay and Carlos Végh, “Dollarization in
Transition Economies: Evidence and Policy Implications,” in The
Macroeconomics of International Currencies, ed. by Paul Mizen
and Eric Pentecost (Aldershot: Edward Elgar, 1997), pp. 193–224.

136The dollarization ratio is, however, only an approximate mea-
sure of dollarization. Three types of foreign currency assets are rel-
evant: foreign currency deposits in the domestic banking system,
such deposits held at banks abroad, and foreign currency cash
held within the domestic economy. Only the first is included in the 

dollarization ratio, which therefore understates the magnitude of the
phenomenon. Foreign currency cash held outside the banking sys-
tem has been particularly important in Russia. It is estimated that
Russian enterprises and households acquired the equivalent of
around $8.5 billion in foreign currency cash in 1996 alone, equal to
more than 75 percent of the foreign currency deposits outstanding at
the end of that year. A substantial portion of these cash flows in
Russia originates in the “shuttle” trade.

137See Alberto Giovannini and Bart Turtelboom, “Currency
Substitution,” in The Handbook of International Macroeconomics,
ed. by Frederick Van Der Ploeg (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1994), pp.
390–436; and Guillermo Calvo and Carlos Végh, “From Currency
Substitution to Dollarization and Beyond: Analytical and Policy
Issues,” in Money, Exchange Rates and Output, ed. by Guillermo
Calvo (Cambridge, Massachusetts: MIT Press, 1996), pp. 153–75.



inflows can be highly beneficial as they may con-
tribute to the financing both of additional investment
to replace obsolete and inefficient capital stocks, and
of increased consumption that may allow the current
generation not to bear the full one-time costs of transi-
tion. At the same time, however, capital inflows tend
to put upward pressure on the exchange value of the
domestic currency and lead to real exchange rate ap-
preciation, through either growth in monetary aggre-
gates and higher inflation under a pegged exchange
rate regime or to nominal appreciation in a flexible
regime. Moreover, capital inflows may threaten the
soundness and resilience of the financial system to the
extent that inflows involve an increase in bank de-
posits that induces an unwarranted expansion of bank
credit.

Several countries in central and eastern Europe and
the Baltics began to receive substantial capital inflows
from 1992 to 93 on, when macroeconomic stabiliza-
tion was being consolidated.138 Capital inflows to
these countries peaked in 1995 at around 8 percent of
GDP for the region as a whole, with particularly large
inflows, equal to around 18 and 17 percent of GDP re-
spectively, into the Czech Republic and Hungary. Net
capital inflows slowed in 1996, and Estonia and the
Slovak Republic moved ahead of the Czech Republic
and Hungary as main recipients, in relation to GDP.
Not only the size, but also the causes and nature of the
inflows have differed from country to country, as in-
flows have in some cases been a response to high do-
mestic nominal interest rates in the presence of re-
duced exchange rate risk (Slovenia in 1994), but
elsewhere a reflection of foreign borrowing by enter-
prises facing high domestic borrowing costs (the
Czech Republic), or partly a consequence of the sale
of state enterprises to foreign investors (Hungary) or
foreign direct investment (Estonia).

Countries less advanced in transition have also
started to receive short-term capital inflows. These
have generally been attracted by a combination of high
domestic interest rates and stabilized exchange rates
that translate into high returns in terms of foreign cur-
rency. Such inflows occurred in Bulgaria in 1993–94
and in Kazakhstan and Russia in 1995, where the in-
flows appear to have been primarily the result of fi-
nancial operations by residents.139 Short-term capital

inflows into Russia and some other countries of the
former Soviet Union resumed in 1996 and continued
in the first half of 1997 following the gradual opening
up of local treasury bill markets to foreign investors.
Treasury bills in these countries offered high returns in
foreign currency terms that were no longer available in
the more advanced countries in central and eastern
Europe (see Table 29). Nonresidents are estimated to
have purchased more than $10 billion in Russian trea-
sury bills since they gained market access in early
1996. More recently, as Russian interest rates have
fallen, nonresident investors have diversified into the
Kazak and Ukrainian treasury bill markets.

In many countries more advanced in transition, most
notably Croatia, the Czech and Slovak Republics,
Hungary, and Poland, there have been sizable opera-
tions to sterilize the capital inflows. These operations
have involved substantial fiscal costs arising from
wide differentials between the interest rates paid on
domestic debt held by the monetary authorities and the
yields earned on foreign reserves. Moreover, in some
countries they were only partially effective in contain-
ing monetary expansion, with effectiveness eroding
as the sterilization continued. Other responses have
included the introduction of inflow controls in the
Czech Republic and Slovenia in 1995, and changes in
the exchange rate regimes in Poland in 1995 and in
the Czech and Slovak Republics in 1996; these in-
volved widening of the fluctuation bands around the
central rates, to increase the degree of two-way risk in
the foreign exchange markets and discourage spec-
ulative inflows. In the Baltic countries, the main pol-
icy response to the sizable capital inflows during
1992–96 was unsterilized intervention, although in
Latvia there was some limited use of sterilization mea-
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Table 29. Selected Countries in Transition: 
Net Capital Inflows1

(In percent of GDP)

1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

Bulgaria –5.7 –2.5 1.1 3.9 –8.9
Croatia . . . 1.1 2.2 9.9 8.8
Czech Republic –1.3 6.8 6.1 17.8 6.6
Estonia 5.0 13.4 7.6 7.1 13.3
Hungary 1.2 15.7 8.2 17.3 0.5
Kazakhstan . . . . . . . . . 3.8 4.0
Latvia 5.6 8.6 7.5 1.7 8.0
Lithuania 4.8 7.5 3.6 4.7 3.3
Poland –1.7 –0.9 –0.6 4.1 2.3
Romania . . . 5.8 4.3 3.7 4.3
Russia2 . . . . . . –5.9 0.2 –2.6
Slovak Republic –5.0 2.0 7.4 6.7 7.4
Slovenia –2.4 –0.7 0.7 1.5 3.0
Ukraine . . . . . . 0.4 –10.8 5.3

1Net capital inflows are defined as the balance on financial ac-
count in the balance of payments, excluding changes in international
reserves, plus net errors and omissions.

2On a cash basis, excluding the impact of debt rescheduling.

138For an analysis of capital inflows into central and eastern Europe
until 1995, see David Begg, ”Monetary Policy in Central and Eastern
Europe: Lessons After Half a Decade of Transition,” IMF Working
Paper 96/108 (September 1996); and Guillermo Calvo, Ratna Sahay,
and Carlos Végh, “Capital Flows in Central and Eastern Europe:
Evidence and Policy Options,” in Private Capital Flows to Emerging
Markets After the Mexican Crisis, ed. by Guillermo Calvo, Morris
Goldstein, and Eduard Hochreiter (Washington: Institute for
International Economics, 1996), pp. 57–90. 

139See Alain Ize, “Capital Inflows in the Baltic Countries, Russia,
and Other Countries of the Former Soviet Union: Monetary and
Prudential Issues,” IMF Working Paper 96/22 (February 1996).



This section examines the factors underlying the per-
formance including the contribution of factor inputs
(extensive growth) and improvements in productivity
and efficiency (intensive growth). Whether growth is
intensive or extensive has important implications for
its sustainability, as growth based mainly on rapid
capital accumulation will quickly run into diminishing
returns.10

There has been a large literature on China’s growth
performance during the reform period.11 These studies
indicate that the main explanations for the rapid
growth rate are relatively high saving and investment
rates (averaging around 35 percent of GDP); improve-
ments in the structure of incentives and ownership; a
relatively well-trained labor force; and the gradual
opening of the economy to foreign trade and invest-
ment, as well as linkages with Hong Kong, China and
Taiwan Province of China, which account, in particu-
lar, for a large share of direct investment in mainland
China (Box 9). China is also seen as having benefited
from the “advantages” of backwardness, notably the
potential for significant productivity improvements re-
lated to the transfer of resources out of low-productiv-
ity agriculture into manufacturing.

Growth accounting studies by staff at the IMF and
the World Bank that have attempted to quantify the
contributions of these factors have found that in-
creases in labor and capital inputs made an important
contribution to growth during the reform period, but
that a relatively large proportion of growth (at least 40
percent) is explained by forces other than increases in
factor inputs, such as improvements in productivity
and efficiency12 (Table 30). The apparently large
growth “residual” that these studies find could reflect
a number of possible factors.

Mismeasurement of output growth. One possibility
is that there may have been an overstatement of
China’s real economic growth, owing to underdefla-
tion of nominal output. One study, in particular, has
suggested that China’s growth during the reform
period has been overstated, owing to the failure of
official data to distinguish adequately between price
and volume changes, especially in the nonstate sec-

tor.13 However, using available estimates of the size of
the possible error (around 1 percentage point a year),
growth would still be relatively rapid by international
standards, and there would continue to be an important
role for influences other than increases in capital and
labor inputs in accounting for growth. Moreover, any
correction to the official GDP data for underdeflation
would need to be accompanied by corresponding ad-
justments to the investment and hence the capital stock
estimates, leaving the proportion of growth not ex-
plained by factor inputs broadly unchanged.

Sectoral reallocation of resources. Another poten-
tially important explanation for the growth residual is
productivity improvements related to the reallocation
of resources from low to high productivity sectors.
The key sectoral reallocation since the start of reforms
has been from agriculture to manufacturing, with the
share of employment in agriculture declining from
around 70 percent in 1978 to 50 percent recently.
According to World Bank estimates, the transfer of
labor out of agriculture contributed on average around
1 percentage point a year to growth during 1978–95,
with a particularly large contribution during the first
wave of agricultural reform. Resource reallocation
thus appears to account for a significant proportion of
unexplained growth and, given the continued rela-
tively large role of agriculture, is a potentially impor-
tant source of future productivity gains.
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Table 30. China: Alternative Estimates of the
Sources of Economic Growth

Hu and Khan World Bank
(1996) (1997)___________________ ___________

1953–78 1979–94 1978–95

(In percent a year)
Growth rates
Output 5.8 9.3 9.4

Physical capital input 6.2 7.7 8.8
Labor input 2.5 2.7 2.4
Human capital input . . . . . . 2.7

Residual 1.1 3.9 4.3

(In percent)1

Proportions of output 
growth accounted for by

Physical capital input 65.2 45.6 37.0
Labor input 16.8 12.8 7.5
Human capital input . . . . . . 8.6

Residual 18.0 41.6 46.0

Sources: Zuliu Hu and Mohsin S. Khan, “Why Is China Growing
So Fast?” Staff Papers, IMF, Vol. 44 (March 1997), pp. 103–31;
World Bank, China 2020: Challenges in the 21st Century (Washing-
ton, 1997).

1Numbers may not add to 100 because of rounding.

10For a discussion of the significance of extensive and intensive
growth in the Asian experience, see Paul Krugman “The Myth of
Asia’s Miracle,” Foreign Affairs, Vol. 73, No. 6 (1994), pp. 62–78.

11Recent contributions include Zuliu F. Hu and Mohsin S.
Khan,“Why Is China Growing So Fast?” Staff Papers, IMF, Vol. 44
(March 1997), pp. 103–31; China 2020: Challenges in the 21st
Century (Washington, 1997); and Eduardo Borensztein and Jonathan
Ostry, “Accounting for China’s Growth Performance,” American
Economic Review, Papers and Proceedings, Vol. 86 (May 1996),
pp. 224–28.

12An interesting implication of Table 30 is that China’s capital
stock has been growing less rapidly than output, implying a trend
decline in the capital output ratio. This finding is not easy to recon-
cile with the normal process of economic development and suggests
the possibility of an understatement of capital inputs or an over-
statement of output. 

13Wing Thye Woo, “Chinese Growth: Sources and Prospects”
(unpublished; Washington, 1996). 
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General improvements in productivity. Improve-
ments in productivity related to the emergence of the
nonstate sector and the increasing market orientation
of the economy are other potentially important sources
of China’s rapid growth. Within the industrial sector,
there has been a large decline in the state enterprises’
share of output as the nonstate sector has emerged as
the leading engine of growth. Studies have generally
found that productivity growth in nonstate firms has
been faster than in their state counterparts, implying
that reallocation of resources to the nonstate sector
could explain a significant share of growth.14 Pre-
liminary results confirm the importance of such an ef-
fect, with resource reallocation from the state to the
nonstate sector estimated to have contributed as much
as !/2 of 1 percentage point a year on average to
growth. An interesting finding in this regard is that the
share of China’s growth not accounted for by factor in-
puts has tended to increase over time, rising to at least
one-half in 1990–94 (Table 31). While the increase in
the early 1990s may to some extent be due to cyclical
factors, it may also reflect the gradual spread of mar-
ket-oriented reforms and, in particular, the benefits of
the opening of the economy. These are seen as boost-
ing growth beyond the direct effects of sectoral reallo-
cations, leading to a relatively large growth residual.

The main conclusion is that China’s growth perfor-
mance during the reform period, which remains im-
pressive even after adjustment for possible underde-
flation of the nominal data, has reflected a number of
factors. While significant increases in capital and labor
inputs have been very important, productivity gains
resulting from sectoral reallocation, market-oriented
reforms, technical progress, and external opening have

also clearly played a key role. As growth has not been
driven primarily by the rapid accumulation of capital,
diminishing returns are not an immediate threat to
sustainability. Indeed, the continued relatively large
absorption of resources by the state sector and agricul-
ture implies the possibility of significant further pro-
ductivity advances as reforms are deepened.

The Unfinished Agenda

Notwithstanding impressive achievements in terms
of growth and structural transformation, China’s tran-
sition to a market-based economy has been marked by
recurrent cycles in economic activity and inflation,
weaknesses in state enterprises and the financial sec-
tor, and poorly performing budget revenues. In addi-
tion, despite initial progress, income disparities have
tended to widen, contributing to internal migration
pressures and the emergence of a “floating” popula-
tion that is officially estimated at around 100 million.
The problems have reflected in large measure the par-
tial nature of reforms, in particular the failure to make
significant progress in restructuring state enterprises; a
tax system that has relied heavily on the shrinking
state sector, while providing generous concessions to
nonstate firms; and an uneven pattern of development,
accentuated by the promotion of open economic
zones. Addressing these challenges decisively is the
key element of China’s unfinished reform agenda.15

Macroeconomic cycles. Since the initiation of eco-
nomic reforms, China has undergone four major cy-
cles in economic activity during which inflation tem-
porarily rose to relatively high levels (Figure 33).16

While differing in important respects, the cycles have
tended to be generated by surges in aggregate demand
(especially fixed investment), excessive credit cre-
ation, and price liberalization.17 The cycles have been
accentuated by problems of macroeconomic manage-
ment in an economy where local governments have
exerted considerable influence over economic policies
and the financial sector, and where the instruments of
macroeconomic policy have been inadequate and
blunt; in these circumstances, success in controlling
inflation has tended to be accompanied by a sharp
slowing of growth.
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Table 31. China: Sources of Growth During the
Reform Period
(In percent a year)

1979–84 1985–89 1990–94

Growth of
Output 8.0 8.8 11.5

Physical capital input 7.1 8.6 7.5
Labor input 3.0 2.8 2.1

Residual 2.5 2.7 5.8

Source: Zuliu Hu and Mohsin S. Khan, “Why Is China Growing
So Fast?” Staff Papers, IMF, Vol. 44 (March 1997), pp. 103–31.

14See, for example, Jeffrey D. Sachs and Wing Thye Woo,
“Understanding China’s Economic Performance,” Working Paper
on Trade and Development (Canberra: Australian National
University, February 1997), pp. 1–52. The role of resource realloca-
tion from the state to the nonstate sector needs to be qualified be-
cause the official data suggest only a relatively small reduction in
the use of capital and labor by the state sector. It is likely, however,
that the data do not fully capture informal resource transfers to the
nonstate sector through asset stripping and the redeployment of
labor that formally remains on state payrolls.

15For a discussion of the challenges China faces in its transition,
see Barry Naughton, Growing Out of the Plan: Chinese Economic
Reform 1978–93 (New York; Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1995). 

16Even though the cycles during the reform period have been rel-
atively large by international standards, they have been smaller than
the disruptions associated with the Great Leap Forward and the
Cultural Revolution. 

17For further discussion of the causes of China’s macroeconomic
cycles, see Wanda Tseng and others Economic Reform in China: A
New Phase (Washington: IMF, 1994); and Barry Naughton,
“China’s Macroeconomy in Transition,” China Quarterly, No. 144
(December 1995), pp. 1085–1104.
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1, there generally will be sufficient room for the auto-
matic fiscal stabilizers to operate during a typical busi-
ness cycle downturn. Moreover, the enhanced flexibil-
ity of the labor market will reduce price and wage
inertia and keep the economy closer to its long-term
growth path.

Table 32 reports the results of an illustrative business
cycle shock. The shocks—modeled as negative shocks
to consumption and investment—are calibrated to il-

lustrate business-cycle-type swings in GDP and unem-
ployment; the ultimate impact of these demand shocks
obviously depends on the degree to which structural re-
form is being implemented in the EU.5 In the reform
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Table 32. Simulation Results for Euro-Area Demand Shock
(Deviations from respective baselines; in percent, unless otherwise noted)1

2000 2001 2002 2003 2010

Scenario 1a: EMU with Additional Fiscal Consolidation and Labor Market Reforms

EMU members
Real GDP –0.8 –2.1 –1.3 –0.6 –0.2
GDP deflator –0.6 –1.5 –2.2 –2.4 –0.6
Long-term real interest rate –0.9 –1.3 –1.5 –1.3 –0.1
Unemployment rate 0.2 0.5 0.5 0.3 0.1
General government balance (in percent of GDP) –0.5 –1.0 –0.4 0.2 0.1

Net revenue –0.4 –0.9 –0.3 0.3 0.1
Expenditure 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 —

General government debt (in percent of GDP) 1.3 3.6 3.8 3.1 –0.4
Trade balance (in billions of U.S. dollars) 11.6 48.9 47.8 41.5 1.0

Non-European G-72

Real GDP –0.1 –0.2 — 0.2 0.1
Trade balance (in billions of U.S. dollars) –9.5 –36.9 –34.9 –29.4 –1.7

Other industrial countries3

Real GDP –0.3 –0.6 –0.3 0.1 0.2
Trade balance (in billions of U.S. dollars) –3.9 –9.1 –9.3 –7.9 –1.4

Developing countries4

Real GDP –0.1 –0.3 –0.1 0.1 —
Trade balance (in billions of U.S. dollars) 1.8 –2.9 –3.6 –4.2 2.1

Scenario 2a: EMU with Neither Additional Fiscal Consolidation Nor Labor Market Reforms

EMU members
Real GDP –1.3 –2.9 –1.4 –0.5 –0.6
GDP deflator –0.5 –1.3 –2.0 –2.4 –0.3
Long-term real interest rate –0.9 –1.3 –1.5 –1.4 —
Unemployment rate 0.3 0.8 0.6 0.3 0.2
General government balance (in percent of GDP) –0.3 –0.7 –0.3 0.3 –0.2

Net revenue –0.6 –1.3 –0.2 0.4 –0.5
Expenditure –0.3 –0.6 0.1 0.1 –0.4

General government debt (in percent of GDP) 1.4 3.6 3.3 2.5 –1.1
Trade balance (in billions of U.S. dollars) 17.6 58.2 41.9 33.9 –0.2

Non-European G-72

Real GDP –0.2 –0.3 0.1 0.2 0.2
Trade balance (in billions of U.S. dollars) –13.6 –42.6 –30.1 –24.3 —

Other industrial countries3

Real GDP –0.4 –0.7 –0.2 0.2 0.2
Trade balance (in billions of U.S. dollars) –4.5 –10.5 –8.9 –7.1 –1.0

Developing countries4

Real GDP –0.2 –0.4 — 0.2 —
Trade balance (in billions of U.S. dollars) 0.5 –5.1 –2.9 –2.5 1.2

1The baselines in Scenarios 1a and 2a refer to panels 1 and 2 in Table 13 in Chapter III. It is assumed that
all current EU member countries participate in EMU from the start and that all participants adhere to the
Stability and Growth Pact.

2Canada, Japan, and the United States.
3Australia, New Zealand, Norway, and Switzerland.
4Rest of the world excluding transition economies.

5Over a four-year period, private consumption is assumed to fall
1!/2 percent in the first year, 3 percent in the second year, 2 percent
in the third year, and 1 percent in the fourth year. For investment, the
annual changes are 1, 2, 1!/2, and 1 percent, respectively.



Scenario 1a, the EU economy copes relatively well
with this downturn. GDP falls by 2.1 percent (relative
to baseline) up to the low point of the downturn and re-
covers gradually afterwards. The drop in investment
leads to a decline in long-term real interest rates.
Government transfers rise to cope with the increase in
unemployment, which contributes to a fall in net rev-
enue, as shown in Table 32. The general government
balance worsens correspondingly, falling to 1.0 percent
of GDP below the baseline in 2001. Spillover effects
from the downturn in the euro area lead to falling out-
put in industrial and developing countries alike. Their
trade balance worsens to accommodate a larger decline
in investment than in saving in Europe.

The second panel reports the results for a shock of
the same magnitude for the reform fatigue scenario in
Europe, so that Scenario 2 above serves as the relevant
baseline. In this scenario, many countries in the euro
zone have deficits in the baseline close to 3 percent.
When experiencing the downturn, they thus have less
room to allow automatic stabilizers to operate; in fact,
as revenues fall in the business cycle downturn, sev-
eral countries have to cut expenditures to satisfy the
Stability and Growth Pact. Correspondingly, the fall in
output is substantially larger than in the previous sce-

nario. The Stability and Growth Pact limits the gov-
ernment deficits to 3 percent of GDP, and the overall
EU deficit rises by only 0.7 percent of GDP in 2001. It
is assumed that, to stay within the 3 percent limit, gov-
ernment expenditures are adjusted; and they drop by
over 0.6 percent of GDP during the downturn. While
the long-term impact on the rest of the world of a
downturn in the euro area is not significantly different
from that in the reform scenario, the immediate nega-
tive effect is somewhat larger reflecting the larger de-
cline in EU output.

Sensitivity Analysis II: Asymmetric Demand
Shocks Under EMU

As a further illustration of the importance of struc-
tural reforms in the euro area, Table 33 reports the ef-
fects of a demand shock of similar magnitude but only
in part of the euro area.6 In this scenario, the lack of
structural reforms—as evidenced by the differences

Sensitivity Analysis II: Asymmetric Demand Shocks Under EMU
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Table 33. Simulation Results for Asymmetric Demand Shock in the Euro Area
(Deviations from respective baselines; in percent, unless otherwise noted)1

2000 2001 2002 2003 2010

Scenario 1b: EMU with Additional Fiscal Consolidation and Labor Market Reforms

EMU members: Group 12

Real GDP — — 0.2 0.3 0.1
GDP deflator 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.5 –0.5
Long-term real interest rate –0.5 –0.6 –0.5 –0.3 –0.1
Unemployment rate — — — –0.1 —
General government balance (in percent of GDP) — — 0.2 0.3 –0.1

Net revenue — –0.1 0.2 0.3 –0.1
Expenditure — — — — —

General government debt (in percent of GDP) –0.1 –0.1 –0.5 –1.0 –0.7
Trade balance (in billions of U.S. dollars) –14.7 –26.7 –20.4 –13.6 –4.7

EMU members: Group 23

Real GDP –0.8 –1.9 –1.7 –1.3 –0.1
GDP deflator –0.6 –1.4 –2.2 –2.6 –0.1
Long-term real interest rate –0.2 –0.5 –0.8 –0.8 —
Unemployment rate 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.3 —
General government balance (in percent of GDP) –0.4 –0.9 –0.6 –0.3 0.1

Net revenue –0.4 –0.8 –0.5 –0.2 0.1
Expenditure — 0.1 0.1 0.1 —

General government debt (in percent of GDP) 1.5 3.8 4.7 4.8 0.5
Trade balance (in billions of U.S. dollars) 19.5 47.2 39.4 29.0 4.4

Non-European G-74

Real GDP –0.1 –0.1 — 0.1 —
Trade balance (in billions of U.S. dollars) –4.0 –16.1 –14.4 –11.3 –0.3

Other industrial countries5

Real GDP –0.1 –0.2 –0.1 0.1 0.1
Trade balance (in billions of U.S. dollars) –1.5 –3.5 –3.7 –3.0 –0.4

Developing countries6

Real GDP — — — — —
Trade balance (in billions of U.S. dollars) 0.7 –0.9 –0.9 –1.1 1.0

6For illustration, France, Italy, Portugal, and Spain were chosen to
represent the part of the euro area hit by an adverse demand shock.

(Continued on next page)
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between Scenarios 2a and 2b—has an even larger im-
pact on the countries facing the adverse negative
shock since EU monetary policy is geared toward euro
area conditions and takes the asymmetric shock only
partly into account. Hence, interest rates fall less than
in the case of a symmetric shock. This adverse effect
is, however, partly offset by the positive impact of de-
clining interest rates in the rest of the euro area, which
does not experience a downturn. On balance, GDP in

the part of the euro area facing the downturn drops 1!/2
percentage points more in the reform fatigue scenario
than in the scenario with structural reforms. While fis-
cal policy is able to cushion, via the automatic stabi-
lizers, the effects of the downturn in the structural re-
form scenario, this is largely precluded in the reform
fatigue scenario where the limits imposed by the
Stability and Growth Pact result in declining govern-
ment expenditures during the downturn.
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Scenario 2b: EMU with Neither Additional Fiscal Consolidation Nor Labor Market Reforms

EMU members: Group 12

Real GDP –0.2 –0.4 0.6 0.6 0.1
GDP deflator — 0.1 0.1 0.3 –0.7
Long-term real interest rate –0.6 –0.6 –0.5 –0.2 —
Unemployment rate — 0.1 –0.1 –0.2 0.1
General government balance (in percent of GDP) –0.1 –0.1 0.4 0.5 –0.3

Net revenue –0.1 –0.1 0.4 0.5 –0.3
Expenditure — — — — —

General government debt (in percent of GDP) 0.2 0.4 –0.6 –1.2 —
Trade balance (in billions of U.S. dollars) –21.4 –39.1 –8.8 –0.2 –2.5

EMU members: Group 23

Real GDP –1.5 –3.4 –1.5 –0.7 –0.3
GDP deflator –0.5 –1.3 –2.0 –2.4 0.6
Long-term real interest rate –0.2 –0.5 –0.7 –0.8 0.1
Unemployment rate 0.3 0.8 0.6 0.3 —
General government balance (in percent of GDP) — — –0.3 0.1 0.1

Net revenue –0.7 –1.5 –0.3 0.2 –0.3
Expenditure –0.7 –1.5 — 0.1 –0.4

General government debt (in percent of GDP) 1.5 3.5 2.8 2.2 –1.6
Trade balance (in billions of U.S. dollars) 31.7 67.9 16.0 2.3 –3.2

Non-European G-74

Real GDP –0.1 –0.2 0.1 0.1 —
Trade balance (in billions of U.S. dollars) –7.7 –21.0 –5.7 –2.1 3.4

Other industrial countries5

Real GDP –0.3 –0.5 — 0.2 0.1
Trade balance (in billions of U.S. dollars) 29.6 63.1 13.6 1.0 –2.6

Developing countries6

Real GDP — — — — —
Trade balance (in billions of U.S. dollars) –0.5 –3.0 0.9 1.3 1.7

1The baselines in Scenarios 1b and 2b refer to panels 1 and 2 in Table 13 in Chapter III. It is assumed that
all current EU member countries participate in EMU from the start and that all participants adhere to the
Stability and Growth Pact.

2Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Sweden,
and the United Kingdom.

3France, Italy, Portugal, and Spain.
4Canada, Japan, and the United States.
5Australia, New Zealand, Norway, and Switzerland.
6Rest of the world excluding transition economies.

Table 33 (concluded)

2000 2001 2002 2003 2010
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